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Volume Two
Number Two

The Onlooker

January 26, 1976

Inside

Dear Reader:

This is the largest ONLOOKER we have
ever produced, but -still there is news
which we have overlooked. The current
' unrest in the agricultural community, for
example, is not here. We simplY. didn't
have time to develop the kind of coverage
WC feel the issue deserves. And we didn't
have room to print it. THE ONLOOKER
will be in Jamestown for farm meetings
this week, however, so look forward to the
most complete coverage of the issue
· anywhere when the magazine arrives next
week.
Frankly, we're pretty proud of this
effort.
We believe we have been
successful in reflecting the diversity of
this great state. Again, frankly, we are
concerned that THE ONLOOKER reaches
a limited number of people. This is a
business and, unlike most of the publishing business, it subsists entirely on
subscriptions. THE ONLOOKER pays for
itself, but it doesn't oav for its staff. We
wish that it would. Won't you help?
We'll gladly supply sample copies for you
to share with your friends. Encourage
them to subscribe.
And please quit
passing your papers around. That's like
sending one of your group to church to
collect grace for the lot of you. Things do
not work that way.
Thank you--and good reading.

Mike and Suez.e t1e
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Intake
Wins
Montana
suit
Intake Water Company, a
wholly owned subsidiary of
Tenneco, Inc. , has won a suit
challenging Montana 's water
marketing Jaw . The suit has
been a hurdle in the company's
path to construction of as many

a~ eight coal gasification plants
in the Beach, N.D. area.
Tenneco had claimed 80.000
acre fee t of water from the
Yellowstone River under provitions of a Montana law which
was repealed by the 1973 legislature.
The state maintained
Te nneco should comply with the
new law. The company insisted
that only the old Jaw could apply.

Coa I -- from page 12
Schultz told the commission,
'We believe that the detriments
of this project are far greater
than the benefits.
Rezoning
can't be justified under these
circumstances" Schultz and a
number of other witnesses at the
Hazen meeting maintained that
the Mercer County officials
should await a final environmental impact statement on the
project before making any deci•
sion on the rezoning request.
"It is foolish to proceed with
rezoning without firsi ha"ing the
opportunity to review more complete information," he said.
'' Environmental
impact
statements provide a lot more
information than we presently
have. The commission would
have bette r authority to proceed
and on which to base their
decision. ·•
Eugene Keller, whose farm
land abuts the ANG plant site
northwest of Beulah, told a Dunn
County landowner's group meet·
ing at Dunn Center, "The people
arc ready to be organized.''
Keller said his group has "snow-

balled" since mid-December,
when it was formed. "We're
ready to go all the way. " he said.
Testimony supporting the rezoning came from the cities of
Beulah and Hazen and from
Ba\in Electric Power Coopera·
tive, which has contracted to
supply electrical power to the
ga\ification plant.
State Rep.
Clarence Jaeger also appeared at
Beulah to support the project.
Jaeger is a Rcpublkan who
represents Mercer, Oliver and
part of Morton County in the
Legislature.

Stephen Byrnes. ANG's field
representative in North Dakota,
outlined the company's plans for
Mercer County and told commis·
sioncrs, " No· matter what the
outcome of these hearings. we
are sharing an historic moment.
This is the first time in North
Dakota that a company has had
to undergo such scrutiny before
going ahead with a project."
Responding to a criticism lev·
eled by landowners that ANG has

A District Court Judge in
Glendive agreed with the company and ruled that Tenneco has
a valid per mit to divert the water
from the Yellowstone at Intake
across the state line to Beach.
Montana's Department of Natural Resources had argued that
no water granted on a Montana
permit could be tram,ported
outside the state.

not definitely committed itself to
the project and is seeking re·
zoning before the fact. Byrnes
said. "We can't tell you we have
a project until our financiers tell
us we have a project and they
won·t tell us we have a project
until you tell us we have a
project.''
He called the decision facing
the Mercer County board "awesome" and con&ratulated the
county on its 1oning ordinances
·-whi~h the company had printed
and distributed for everyone
attending the meetings.
Keller and hi\ group backed
up their opposition to the proposed plant with petitions bear·
ing signatures of 2Q3 Mercer
Countv landowners.
Another
petitiOns drive--this one aimed at
securing the names of half the
voters of the county--was pro·
mised at the Hazen meeting.
No immediate decision is ex·
pccted on the matter despite the
heat of the controversy. Mercer
County Assistant States Attorney

Dea rONLOOKFR:
I was as upset as anyone else
with Governor Link's speech at

the Nov. 8 meeting of The United
Plainsmen. However, upon re·
flection, I am less critical when I
take into consideration the entire
contents of the speech.
.
Governor Link was recounting

!s~~~~rii~::f

\ ~i~n:p~r~~:~.~~~lo0

sion Study, Option B" ([ believe
this is t he correct title) w hen he

said that in the

light of this

study he questioned the correct·
ness of action taken in the defeat
of the West River Diver sion

Tenneco could circumvent that
clause by building its plant
further west and inside the
Yellowstone Basin. This would
require moving coal from the
company's lease block north of
Beach. however.

proposaL He stated that the
West River Diversion proposal

offered local control and t he
Yellowstone study offered only
I limited
state input. The Yellow-

stone study includes the West

Officials in Golden Valley
County have watched Intake's
court tests with interest since
construction of the faci lities could
result in considerable population
impact in Beach e Ven if {he .r
planh and mines are located in
Montana.
Beach is the only
large town in the area.

River area. I do not take these
stateme nts to be an endorsement
of t he West River Diversion
proposal per se but justifiable
concern about the alternative.
Landowners who have leased
t heir coal r ights and now regret
their actions have ample justifi-

Dearfriend and editor:
Having just returned from Carrmgton
after attending Commissioner lust's grain
growers meeting and speaking with you, 1
fee l like expressing a few sentiments.
From people's sentiments today, bushels,
dollars. la nd, dollars, new equipment
a nd more dollar s are the main goals of this
life. Materia lism seems to be the major tha t the major forms of transport are mule
objective of the North Da kota resident. I train and foot paths. They have a diet of
would like to propose a broader based rice. potatoes a nd cooked sOybeans.
approach to existence, think for a moment There is no electricity. no running water.
about our lifestyle and the conservation of no refrigeration a nd only the hope of a
better tomorrow--and a large fa mily--to
our great state.
When I returned to Ame rica in April see the m throug h old age. I have seen
these people, talked with them, walked
after two and a half years of living and
working in a number of foreign countries, with t hem and eaten at their tables. You
I was amazed by the tangible goods which kno"'. 1 can't remember hearing so much
crying as I have since returning to my
each of us require in our process of Jiving.
homeland. So it seems possible that two
Luxury a nd happiness seem to be
measured by the number of windows in colore d teevees , a new lincoln, S6 wheat
and
massive coal exploitation don't really
the house as we ll as the setting of the
thermostat. Possibly we could realize make for a better life.
I would propose community togethe r·
from some pleasure fr~m the gentle
rolling lanscape. fros t on the trees or even ness. not more dollars, concern for
tomorrow not just today, conservation of
our neighbor.
Jus t for a moment imagine living in what is good-· a nice home, a servicable
Italy where people have lived on the land car. good food and education rather than
for many centuries longer than we excessive abuse. Look to your self for
have two l 00 acre wheat fields, cars the happiness.peace of mind and purpose. not
toward government. church ~big city life .
si;,c of a dog house and five people in a
foreign political power or mechanical
three room house which is 400 years old.
How about NepaLwherq,eoplo live 10,000 1 paraphcnalia such as snowmobiles. four
.._,cot above sea level on, hill sides so steep whc(I d.:~v~ ."'~-~ides and numerous other

tion opposing UPA-CPA 's 450
kilovolt electrical transmission
line which connects the Coal
Creek Station. now under construction near Falkirk. with the
Twin Cities suburb of Delano.
Minn.
Representatives of Mclean,
Bu_rleigh. Richland. and Sargent
Counties attended the Vall~y City
meeting to visit with representati\'eS of Minnesota groups opposing the line in that state.
continucd~page 10

In defense of Art Li nk ...
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The Montana decision. reached Jan. 9, doesn't e nd Intake's
legal troubles, however.
The
company still has pending a suit
m federal court challenging the
con\titutionality of a provision of
the Ycllow<;tonc River Compact
forbidding transport of water
from the Yellowstone I Basin.
Beach is in the Little Missouri
River Ba!-.in.

John Jacobson of Hazen, who
serves as legal counsel for the
zoning commission, said he
doubts any final decision would
be reached before April. The
Planning and Zoning Commission acts in an advisory capacity
to the Mercer County Commis·
sion .
Zoning Commission Chairman
Jim Cook of Hazen said the
record would remain open for
written testimonv until Feb. IS.
Landowner~ from four North
Dakota Countie s met in Valley
City Jan. 22 to form an organi,a-

cation for anger. But I feel this
anger is wrongly directed at
Gov. Link because he reminded
them they had made a serious
mistake. In spite of misrepresentation , outright lies. or ignor·
ance, a person' s signature on a
contract speaks louder in some
governmental councils than all
the words or actions that person
has used since signing the
contract. These landowners have
no alternative but total opposition to coal development if they
wish to avoid the consequences
of a bad contract.
I reel it is incorrect to abandon

Gov. Link politically_ Gov_ Link
ha8 responded in part to the
desires of the anti-coal development groups and thus is a better
option politically than an indivi·

dual who is totally opposed to
coal development but who cannot
win the &overnorship.
Personally I am opposed to any
new coal development at this
time but 1 will not part icipate in
destroying any individual who
reminds me that my view ·is not
shared by everyone else.

Art Dohrmann

-

Taylor, N.D.

'Let's conserve our lifestyle, community and the beauty of our state'
cheap forms of energy wasting entertainment.

Sometimes it seemed to simple . Work
hard, make money. buy goods and s tart
over Monday morning. This week is new
car week and next week is new something
else week. Make money, be content. It's
a very simple fact of our society. easy to
expla in. Now, I look at my country, my
state. my neig hbors and friends and see
many complications to such simple expla nations.

I taught school in Australia for a year
anda half and I heard a lot of ,questions
about the United States. Young children,
teenagers. parents all had a q uestion or
two, like. " Mr. Larson, tell me about
America," or " What do you think of
Australia?" After many such questions
you s tart g iving much serious thought to
what is good or bad, Cnjoyable or
Life in America isn't just money, cars,
disappointing. true or fa lse about
highways and big cities. It's a lso clean
society you have lived in.
air, friendly people. apple pie, and nature.
Since I've returned. many of these
My frie nd. farmer, businessman. and
questions have new a nd cha nging an· wage earne r don't sell out to a way of life
swe rs. Each day I realize tha t Ame rica like New York City. Pittsburg or the
isn't as Ithoug htand not as I explai ned it. Mesabi Iron Range of Minnesota. Our
It is much too complicated to explain. lives arc worth more than that from soils
d ifficult to u nderstand and even more to precious la ndscape unspoiled. Le t's
difficult to change.
Our capitalistic conserve our life style. our community a nd
foundation was a lways of paramount the beauty of our state. Think about
importance when discussing America. ton10rro"', not just today.

David C. Larson Borton, N.D.

In November, 1975, People's
Gas Company of Chicago an
nounced that it was negotiating
with Amax Coal Company of
Indianapolis, Ind., on a joint
venture involving Dunn County
lignite. Amax would mine the
coal: People's through jts subsidiary Natural Gas Pipe Line
Company of America would
convert it to synthetic pipe line
<1uality gas.

Amax's entry into the North
Dakota resource arena would

bring to the state a major

.\max Coal's parenl company,
Amax, Im·., had sales of $190.1
million in the firsl half of
rn75 down from $613.I million
in the rnrresponding period of
1974. During early 1975, a
gl•nerally unfavorable time for
husinl"ss, shar<"s in the company
dropped by 20 cents each in
tt·d "tould have been avoided." A
pri<·e. Nevertheless, Amax, Inc.,
drag line operator was killed
is a major coefficient in the
when a boom which had not been
world's fossil fuel energy picture.
secured crushed him.
The C'Ompany is tied through
Most of Amax Coal's producownership links to SOCAL,
tion is strip mined although the
which owns 30 per cent of
company operates a d~ep. mine.in
Aramco (Arabian American Oil
Kentucky. Amax str,ppmg pits
Co.I and is linked, again through
arr located in Kentucky, Indiana,
ownnship, to MiL~ui of Japan, a
Illinois and Wyoming, and yield
major company which is beginahout 23 million tons of coal each
ning to develop coal holdings
year. If the joint venture between Amax and People's mater- in the Canadian Rocky Moun
tains. This, coupled with the
ializes, the company's yearly
company's extensive coal holdproduction will jump by almost
ings in the United States,
13 million tons-- the amount
including sf:'veral thousand acres
needed to fuel a single coal
lt.'aseJ to a subsidiary, Meadowgasification plant. People's which
lark Farms, in North Dakota,
holds leases on 2.1 billion tons of
make Amax, Inc., a major coal
lignite in the Dunn Center area,
power. The company's reserves,
hopes to construct four coal estimated at 4.9 hillion tons,
gasification plants in northern
together with People's reserves
Dunn County. The company has
of2.l billion tons, would give the
pending an application for 68,000
joint venture total reserves of
acre feet or water from Lake
seven billion tons, more than all
Sakakawea to supply the plants. but four coal holders. The
Approval of the People's water
company secured leases on an
permit applications, which are
addition 4.9 billion tons on the
awaiting action by the North
Northern Cheyenne tribal lands
Dakota State Water Conservain Montana. The Cheyenne have
tion Commission, would substancancelled the leases, but Amax
tially increase Amax Coal's prod- Coal has gone to court to uphold
uction, which company officials
them. Success in that effort
believe will reach 500 million
would give Amax reserves of 6.4
tons per year in 1978.
hillion tons and the Amax/
People's venture total reserves
of 8.5 billion tons.
A max Coal's subsidiary.
Meadowlark Farms. has become
a major land owner in the
:vlidwest and is acqu1rmg land in
Wyoming. Mike Jacobs who
edits THE ONLOOKER, des<·rihed the company's operations
in his book, ONE Tl'.\lE HAR
\'EST:
"Ea<·h time Amax Coal buys
land," ht• wrolc, ''Litle is tran\•
fnred to McadowlarJs Farms
unlil lhe land is needed for
mining. The land company now
farms 1000,000 acres of land in 17
counties of Illinois and Indiana,
wh('re Amax has large strip
mining operations. In 1974, the
company harvested over one
~, rn1!11on bushes! of gram, mostly
V'At
~
-- corn Company owned livestock
~
fed on ha) and gram from these

Marvin Gardens
... On monopoly
The UMWA regards Amax
Coal, Inr .. an an anti -labor
company. A spokesman for the
miner's union told THE ON
LOOKER, "Amax doesn't want
its men represented by a labor
union that has strength and can
protect them." Amax is the only
producer of western coal that has
not renewed its contract with the
UMWA and a strike continue~
at the company's Belle Aire Mine
at Gillette. Wyo. That strike is
now in its 13th month. According
to the UMWA's Washington
office, "Amax Coal has refused to
renew its contract with the
UMWA, they're oUering Belle
Aire miners substandard bene~
fits and they've reneged on
certain pension and safety
rights." The Wyoming strike has
been a bitter, and occasionally
violent, one. The mine remains
open despite the strike, however.
The UMW A spokesman said
Amax's record on mine safety is
"like a Jot of coal companies.
Some are better, some are
worse.,. A major portion of a
November issue of the UMWA
Journal was devoted to a strip
mine fatality in Indiana which
UMW A safety inspectors insis-

mulli-national corporation with
widely varied mineral interests
on five continents. Amax Coal,
Inc. is a wholly owned subsidiary
of Amax, Inc., formerly known
at American Metal Climax, Inc.
In turn, Standard Oil Company
of California (SOCAL) owns 20
per cent of Amax stock.
The company has a reputation
as vehemently anti-labor and
vigorously pro-corporation farm-·
ing.
Amax, Inc., is a diversified
metals company which is a major
producer of cadmium, lead, zinc,
iron ore, aluminum, molybdenum. potash and nickel. Partly
through its ownership of Copper
Range Company, Amax has
become a major producer of
copper. Amax Explorations
Corp., another subsidiary, is
searching for copper and nickel
in northern Minnesota. The
parent company also has uranium interests. Through SOCAL,
Amax is involved in oil production. Amax Coal is the fourth
largest producer of coal in the
United States. The company's
reserves are the seventh largest
in the nation.
The company's wide ranging
minc>ral interests has brought it
altention Cron\ anti-trust divi
sions of the Ju<:tice Department.
"'"hi<·h has brought suit in federa
t·ourt in Cor.nHl1rut asking lhat
Am:n(s purch.-i!oie or CoµptH'
Range ('o., bt• blo<'ked, and th£
Federal Trade Commissior
whose Anti -trust division is
investigating charges--originally
made by the United Mine Workers of America--that SOCAL's
purchase of a fifth of Amax, Inc.,
stock violates anti-trust provisions of federal law. UMW A
Secretary-Treasurer Harry Patrick argued that the merger ol
the companies was "another step
towards completion of a project
which has been underway for 12
year s·-the effective control of all
energy resources by the giant •
oil companies of the United
,-· ,
States." SOCAL is the nation's ;,- ___ .- - fourth largest oil producer.

FATE OF=' A LAT£ GREAT WITTf/?N STAT£

,',.

ANG
funding

11~.-h-N

The company's latest gambit is
premiums
would be
were not
somehow

The cost of the Mercer County
project--for which ANG now has
a state water permit--has escalated to Sl.6 billion on the
company is encountering difficulty interesting investors in such a
costly venture.
In addition to appeals for
federa ll y
guaranteed
loans--which have thus far been
rejected ·by Congress--the company has investigated reducing
the size of its plant or entering a
partnership with other firms
interested in gasifying North
Dakota lignite.

~~"':~
~

·-

..:~

"

Two utility companies which
have been active in North
Dakota's coal fields have submitted a proposal for a pilot coal
gasification plant to be built in
Wyoming.

-;: The two North Dakota com.,,_ panies are Montana Dakota
Utilities Company of Bismarck,
_,
which provides electricity and
~OW
natural gas to most of western
...... ru~ o,J&.OOl(~At..
North Dakota, and Natural Gas
Pipe Linc Company of America, a
subsidiary of People's Gas
Company of Ameri<'a, a subsidiary of People's Gas Company of
Chicago.
Natural is seeking
permits to use water from Lake
Sakakawca to supply four commc,cia1 coa1 8 asir.ca1ion plants in
Dunn County.

,.-,!:

UPAshutdown

f 0 r a •Ir VI•O IO f •IO n S
The annual spring maintenance shut down of the United
Power Association's electrical
generating plant at Stanton
gained some prestige this year.
lt is oerng conducted under an
official order from the North
Dakota Health Department.
The Department under the
direction of acting health officer
W. VanHeuvelan, has ordered
the company to insta11 electrostatic precipitaters to reduce the
amount of particulate matter
expelled from the plant into the
atmosphere.
The company is more than a
year behind its schedule of

compliance with the department's air pollution regulations.
The shutdown may last up to
45 days and begins April 1. UPA
will make weekly reports to the
health department during the
period.
United Power Associaiton is
one of the two ruraJ electric
cooperatives involved in con·
struction of an 800 megawatt
electrical generatlllg plant near
Falkirk in McLean County. That
plant, being built jointly by UPA
and Cooperative Power Associa·
tion, wiU begin producing electri·
city in 1978.

"The company's farming programs aren'l limited to the
humid corn bell. Meadowlark
Farms is acquiring land m the
vi<·inity of its mine near Gillelte,
Wyo. And the company runs
several thousand head of cattle
on 1.3 million acres of land near a
bauxite mine in Au\tralia.
"The company's plans go beyocd
coal and agriculture, however.
Said COAL AGE MAGAZINE,
Since farming is not always the
most profitable use for land, it
was int>vitahlt• that Amax Coal
would try its hand at huilding
housing dl•Vt>lopments, commerc·i;tl and business centers and
parks and recreational areas
<·omplt•Le with lakes and golf
<·oursPs. Although not all or these
thing-s art' a reality yt't, they are
on the way.
With announcement of plans
for a joint venture between
l'<•oplc's and Amax Coal, it
aµpcar:; that Amax, Inc. -compll'te with its conglomeration,
anli labor and pro-corporation
agriculture bias is on its way to
North Dakota, as well.

MDU joins gas plan

.

Executives of American Natu- ~
ral Gas Company haven't given . . . •
.. up their efforts to secure federal
money to help construct a coal
gasification plant in Mercer
(',0unty.
a federal insurance policy. The

,,

·~~·~ !Ci~

seeks

developer would pay
into a fund which
tapped if a project
completed or were
destroyed.

Ji"l £'

..

l;rnds ancl produ<·ed a million
fttiund., of meat.
"Meadowlark Farms operates
on a ~hare lt•ase formula which
allows the former owners to
1,1,ork the hm<l until Amax wants
tht• roal. This system, which
n•dUl'C'S lancl owners to land
tcnanls, 1s · highly popular,'
Meadowlark officials told COAL
AGE MAGAZIN~;. an industry
oq{an in October 1974. Said
Irwin II. Reiss, Meadowlark's
1>n•sident and Amax Coal's vice
prl'sident for community affairs,
'We weren't getting enough
pl'ople involved in our program.
While we were hiring local
rl'sidents to do our work, we
were still displacing people from
th<·ir homes. We realized the
former has an emotional as well
as an economic attachment to the
land and realized that he knows
his land better than anyone else.'
" lie continued, 'Every year we
sit down with each of our tenant
farmers and work out a planting
schedule tailored to his needs
and to the capabilities of his
land.' Reiss claims that rcclama
Lion has been successfol on Amax
strip mined lands. 'I suspect,' he
told COAL AGE, 'that long after
lht• all coal is mined, Meadowlark
will still be farming.'

A MDU spokesman told the
Bismarck Media January 21 --the
date or the submittal of the
proposal--that the companies
would seek S130 in federal funds.
An additional S130 million would
be supplied by the utilities.
The plant would be designed
to use a gasification process
developed by Texaco engineers
and the Ralph M. Parsons Co.
rather than the lurgi Process
proposed for People's plants in
Dunn County of North Dakota.

pag e 3

Also involved in the joint
venture in Wyoming are Texaco,
Jnc.. and Pacific Gas And Electric Company. both of which have
coal interests in that state.
The four seek funding to
design. construct and operate a
coal gasification demonstration
plant near Lake DeSmet in
Johnson and Sheridan Counties.
Wyoming. Texaco holds rights
to coal and water in the area.
Accorctmg to MDU spokesmen,
a 1.5 million ton per year mine
would be operated on Texaco
coal property. The projetl is
expected to rmploy about 210
people after it becomes operational in 1981. The demonstration plant will process about
J.400 tons of coal per day to
produce JO million cubic feet of
synthetic natural gai, each day.
The companies are seeking a
approval or the proposal from the
federal Energy Research a nd
Development Agency which had
sollght proposals for demonstrations on plants utilizing western
coal.
lhc companies proposed to
pipe the synthetic gas from the
Lake DcSmct area northward to
Hardin. Mont.. where it could be
mingled with natural gas in
Mou·s existing pipe line system.
MDU spokesmen ~aid the
plant-- if the process for ga~ification proves fcasiblc·-l'OUld be
upgraded to commercial size.
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The
Bison
the
and
Sioux
enrich

tradition
by Warren Halvorson
With the exception of tournaments
where a state title is on the line, I believe
the football and basketball clashes between the University of North Dakota and
North Dakota State University generate

more state wide interest than any other
Dakota sporting event. And so it was that
last Jan. 10 I journeyed east, across the
sleeping fields of the Red River Valley and
into Grand 1'-.orks, where it is almost
always colder than any other place south
of the tree line in the Yukon.

Whenever the Sioux and Bison play
they add to decades and decades of
tradition. Their games are always emotional and pride is most especially the
watchword in the two camps as they
prepare for each other. Football is the big
once a year spectacular where two
teams--in recent year, two very fine
teams.. duel each other in the beauty
and/or briskness of a fall Dakota
afternoon. Homecoming queens are always there, a senator or governor might
well be there, alumni return to cheer and
wonder where the years have gone,
fraternities have big parties and "What
better way to spend a Saturday afternoon!" is in the air.
The School's basketball teams usually
meet three times a year--twice in the
conference and once in the North CentraJ
Conference Holiday Tournament--and
what their encounters lack in the imperial,
pomp and circumstance aura of t he
football game, they make up for with
sheer'. intimacy and intensity. There is no
distance between players and fans and no
protective equipment to isolate the
players from each other or the spectators.
In the electric atmosphere of a jampacked
fieldhouse, the drama and emotion is right
up front for everyone to see and feel. And,
oh yes, after the game, the fraternities
have big parties.
The UND-NDSU round ball encounter,
as always, was an event. Certainly the
game was lhe focal point, the reason for
being of the happening, but it was also
just a part of the total experience along
with the crowd, the rivalry and history
involved, and the excitement of the
evening. The prize viewing locations for
this game are acquired either by having a
reserve seat ticket or by arriving at
UND's field house around mid-afternoon. I
got there about two hours before the
varisty game and was able to squeeze into
the temporary bleachers set up under the
east basket. 1 talked to students who had
arrived around 4:30 that 3.fternoon, and
they were also in the temporary bleachers--the regular student section long s ince
having been filled.
By tip-off time your basic "8,000
screaming fans" were in attendance. The
playing surface was ringed with spectators, the crowd literally stretching from
the floor of the fieldhouse to the ceiling.
The UN
pep band punctuated the

UND's Jim Goodrich Jumps toward the
basket. That's Steve Saladino trying to
otop him.

photo by Ste,·e Augustin

UND 75; NDSU 57
general hub-bub with selections ranging
from the jazz classic "Watermelon Man" to
their own version of "Old McDonald Had a
Farm," the somewhat less than hospitable
greeting reserved for the Bison basketball
team.
Bison and Sioux supporters exchanged
their ' usual pleasantries as the chant "SU
sucks" floated down from the UNO
student section to mingl~ with the deep
throated response, "Screw the Sioux"··
behavior hardly geared toward winning a
sportsmanship trophy but, nevertheless,
a part, most often good-natured, of North
Dakota's major intrastate rivalry.
The two teams had met just ten days
before in the semi-final round of the NCC
Holiday Tournament, and the Bison had
emerged with a t hrilling 86-84 triumph.
That night SU's All-America candidate,
Steve Saladino, pumped in 32 points and
beat UNO with a jumper right at the final
buzzer. Obsevers there felt it was one of
the finest college basketball games this
area had seen in a Jong, long time.
But now in Grand Forks it was the
regular season conference inaugural for
both teams and things were to be far
different. Saladino managed only 13
points and the Sioux, who lose at home
about as often as it snows along the
equator, used a suffocating second half
defense and a strong inside game at their
offensive end to thrash the Herd 75-57.
For the first 20 minutes it appeared that
everyone was in for
another spine

tingling last second finish 1The two teams
surged back and forth at each other,
enduring six ties and three lead changes,
before the Sioux got a three point play
from junior guard Dave Dickey to claim a
precarious 41-40 lead at the intermission.
The Sioux had come out of the block&
smoking, racing to a 16-6 lead only six
minutes into the contest. Then NDSU got
their offensive act together and behind a
virtuoso sharpshooting performance from
senior guard Mark Emerson, stormed
back into contention. A hoop by the
Bison's U.S. Davidson produced a 20-all
lie and another bomb from Emerson put
NDSU in front 22-20 with eight minutes to
play in the half. The Bison built a seven
point lead, 33-26, before John Thorpe, a
senior out of Bismarck St. Marys and
about to play perhaps his finest game in a
UND uniform, keyed a Sioux comeback
that was culminated by Dickey's three
point play that, as it turned out, put the
Sioux ahead to stay.
The second half was close only for the
first few minutes and any suspense about
the outcome was soon gone. The Bison
were unable to crack the Sioux zone
defense and their perimeter jump shots
would not go down. Meanwhile Thorpe
continued to lead a Sioux attack that
scored time and again from in close while
Jim Goodrich, the steady senior guard,
contributed solid outside shooting and
excellent penetration of the lane to break
down the Bison man to man.

Halfway through the final stanza the
Sioux were up by ten, and they led by 18
twice--once at 68-50 and agains 75-57 at
the final horn. The Sioux had outscrapped and outscored the Bison 34-17
in the second half, proving coach Dave
Gunther's maxim that "Hustle and Defense Win Games."
UNO held a 43-37 edge in rebcunding
and turned in a much more balanced
offensive effort than NDSU. Saladino and
Emerson had all but 20 of the Bison's
points--Saladino with 13 and Emerson a
game high 24, 18 in the first half. The
Sioux had nine players score and five of
them made double figures. Thorpe led the
way with 16, Goodrich added 15, starting
forward Bob Otto had 12, while center
Mark Lindahl and Dave Dickey each
posted JO points. And Bob Eaglestaff,
with six points, turned in a solid defensive
and rebounding performance.
As I write this the Sioux are 10·2 on the
year. are ranked tenth among the nation's
college division teams and mu st be
considered the favorites to repeat as
champions of the NCC. The Bison, who
have played well through a very demanding schedule, are 8-5 and still figure to
present the strongest challenge to UND
for their conference crown.
The two teams collide again on Feb. 7 in
Fargo, when the drama and the craziness
will happen all over again a nd the
UND-NDSU athletic tradition will be
enriched one more time.

Kindred stu dies in Ford budget
Among ihe $394.2 billions of
dollars that President Gerald

Ford has sugge~ted be spent this
year were $200,000 for continued
engineering studies on the Kindred Dam. The U.S. Army corps

of Engineers proposed to build
the dam across the Sheyenne
Valley in Richland County. More
than 22 square miles in Richland
and Ransom Counties would be
flex>ded if the dam is built and

the reservoir filled to capacity.
Fifty farm families would have to
be relocated as the flood water

rose.
The project, which carries a
price tag of $35,200,000 according to Corps of Engineers estimatec;, has drawn persistent
opposition from land owners
living above the dam site and
persistent support from city and
township governments in the
communities below it.
Clayton Lodoen, mayor of
West Fargo. noted, "We need
flood protection for the city of
West Fargo and out of all the
studies that have been conducted, this particular project.
the Kindred Dam, is the one
recommended for protection of
all of us up and down the river."
The Sheyenne Valley Association. an organization of 250
property owners and others interested in the project, don't deny
that West Fargo needs flood

Sheyenne
Valley
photos
The Sheyenne River
Vatley, which would be

flooded by the Corps of
Engineers Kindred Dam,
is the subject or a traveling
photo exhibit. The exhibit,
including work by . seven
photographers, is current-

ly on display at the Red
River Art Center in Moor
head, Minn., where it will
hang through mid-February.
Photographers represented in the exhibit are
Rick Jordhal, Norm Kanwisher, Terry Mahnke, Al
Running, DuWayne Rude,
BeAnn V ranish and Fred

Schumacher, who took the
pictures on this page.

The photographs in the
exhibit are for sale. For
information about hosting
the show, contact Wayne

Gudmudson at 218-2367171.
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Wyndmere area residents are Dam must be used 10 study
The Shevenne River. which
parlicularly concerned about the 1lternatives. However, oppon. rises in viells County. passes
effects of rising groundwater ents of the dam are concerned through Valley City. Lisbon and
tables on their crop and grazing that this study time not be used West Fargo before joining the
Red River of the North near the
land. Discussion following tht as a cover for continuing progThe proposed
meeting was active and more ress toward construction 0£ the city of Fargo.
members signed up.
darn. The SVA's position is that Kindred Dam site is at the
there is enough data available to eastern edge of the Red River
Speakers
were
Carman
Valley escarpment and the dam
show that the Kindred Dam is an
Lynnes. president of the SVA,
is proposed to protect the near by
economic l and environmental
who discussed the economic
level valley from flooding.
lisaster and should be de·
issues, John Brophy, North DaSays the Association: "More
1uthorized.
kota State University geologist,
extensive analysis or these posOpposition to the dam focuses
who discussed groundwater lesible solutions is essential."
Finally, the SVA argues that on three major issues: flooding
vels, which would be increased
the
dam
won't
solve
flooding
of
the Sheyenne Valley. a grazing
Mayor Lodoen takes a dim by the reservoir, and William
view of SVA's suggested alter- Barker, NDSU botanist, who problems in West Fargo at all. area of sand hills which are a
"It must be recognized that a
unique ecological unit in the
natives, however.
"We take
talked about the detrimental
the idea that the Corps of effects to surrounding rangeland. dam on the Sheyenne River will state, a possible rise in the
not solve the entire flooding ground water table in the area
Engineers is the authority on
The SYA has been keeping in problem. In the summer of 1975. surrounding the reservoir and
how to build flood protection
works.
We feel the Corps is close touch with our Congres· the most serious flood damage in statements made by the Corps of
much more qualified to tell us sional delegation. Although al'. Cass County occurred in the , Engineers to justify the projects
how to go than the Sheyenne three in the past have supported Maple River drainage area and cost benefit ratio.
the dam, recent developments, the Kindred Dam would have
Valley Association.··
The SVA's pamphlet. "Kinincluding the U.S. Geological had little effect on this problem.
Lodoen is concerned that the Survey report on rising ground- Further, much of the damages. dred Dam and Lake: An analysis
SVA has begun its attack on the water levels resulting from the occurred not from overbank of the Proposed Army Corps of
dam before all the facts are in.
Engineers Project." argues that
reservoir, the poor economics. flooding but from unprecedented
"There's been a committee ap- the refusal of the Bureau 0£ rainfall which resulted in both the Corps has I inflated water
pointed to look into some of these Reclamation to recognize the urban and rural flood damage quality. recreation and fish and
complaints and to make an need for or the efficiancy of the long before the rivers themselves wildlife benefits while deflating
unbiased report." he said. The Kindred Dam for dilution of became a problem.'·
land acquisition costs and ignorSheyenne Valley Association is Garrison Diversion return flows,
ing possible effects on ground
premature to go around I making
· 'The seriousness of the flood - water in the area.
the admission by the Corps that
a lot of remarks until after these there will be very serious erosion ing and the hardships it causes
studies are made ...
The SVA points to a U-S.
along the reservoir shoreline, as for flood plain dwellers is not in
Geological Survey study which
well as continuing and vocal dispute. But a solution which
The Association. whose pres- opposition from individuals and actually costs more than it saves concludes that an area of J40
ident is Carmen Lynnes. is groups across the state appear to is not a solution."
square miles could be affected by
concerned that the Corps may have resulted in a softening of
a rise in the ground water table
overlook some of the suggested support £or the dam by our
West Fargo's mayor points out of one to 15 feet. According to
ahernatives, however.
That Congressional delegation.
All that his city wouldn't be the only the U.S. Forest Service. "A
explains a series of public meetchange of this extent would make
beneficiary of lhe Kindred Darn.
three recognize a need for careful
ings the SVA has scheduled in and objective study of the issue
"A large rural area up and down large areas of the Sheyenne
the Sheyenne Valley area to and have told the Corps that a
the river would be helped.'' he National Grasslands (federally
examine the Corps plans for the portion of the SIJ0.000 recently said. '"Parts of the western end owned lands surrounding the
project.
appropriated for the pre-con- of Fargo would be safe from reservoir area) useless as livesiock range."
flooding if the dam were built."
struction planning of the Kindred
Leah Rogne of Kindred. secretary of the a~sociation. reJMll"Jfd: ..The Sheyenne Valley
AhS'ociation h\:Jd jb n.-.t public
informational meeting in Kindred
December I. JQ75. There wa~ a
capacity crowd--standing room
only--approximately
250
persons.''
protection. but they suggest
seven
possible
a1ternatives:
Dikes. diversion channesl, nonstructural solutions such as flood
plain evacuation. direct compensation to those affected by
flooding. a dry dam. dams on
Sheyenne River tributaries rather
than on the main stem and a
scriC"i of small dams.

There was active questioning by
the audience. No pro-darn sentiment was expressed. Approximately I00 persons bought SS
memberships in the SVA that
night--m any of the remaining
were already active members.
Many signed up to participate in
political action.
People came
from as far as Jamestown,
Hannaford. and Cayuga. N.D.
and Dilworth, Minn. There were
also persons from West Fargo,
which would be the primary
beneficiary of the darn. Press
coverage--television. radio, and
ncwspapcr--was excellent.
The second public meeting was
held January 15 in Wyndmere.
Approximately 100 attended.

'

Mirror Pool in the Sheyenne River

photo by Fred Schumacher

Valley would be Oooded by Kindred Dam.

Madson blasts Garrison funding in federal budget
Budgeting $23.5 million for

Ford's budget, made public

continued construction on the
Garrison Diversion Project--as
President Gerald Ford has in his

Jan. 21, includes $23.5 million £or
construction on the Garrison
Project. Of this total, about $12
million will be used for construction activity on the Lonetree
Reservoir Complex. Another $7
million will be used to continue

$394.2 billion budget for fiscal
1977--indicates that "the administration's position is simply to

build the project faster. They're
trying to put out the fires of
discontent with gasoline...
That is the opinion or Richard
Madson or Jamestown, an environmentalist critic or the huge
irrigation project under con struction in central North Dako-

ta.
Madson, who is on the Nation-

al Audubon Society's field staff,
believes the Bureau of Reclamation hopes "to build to the
theoretical point of no return"
without meeting environmental
objections to the project.

work on the McClusky Canal, the
project's principal supply works,

and $2.4 million will be used to
acquire land for fish and wildlife
mitigation and recreation. Remaining money will be used to
continue project planning, according to the Bureau of Reclamation.
Madson is particularly upset
that construction on the Lonetree Reservoir is going forward.
The Lonetree Reservoir, the
project's major water storage
facility, will be the largest body

of water in the state aside from
the Missouri River Reservoirs.
The Bureau is acquiring 32,890
acres for the reservoir. 0£ that
total, 20,000 acres will be flood-

ed. Sheyenne National Wildlife
Refuge will be "totally de stroyed," Madson said.
The Lonetree construction is
particularly serious, Madson
said, because of Canadian objections to the Project as a whole.
"The state is now trying to claim
that waters stored in Lonetree
will be used solely in the United
States, but none or the three
major irrigation areas are solely
domestic," Madson said. He

pointed out that the Souris Loop
area is drained into Canada. So
are the Warwick and Devils Lake
areas. A portion of the Oakes
irrigation area--rnost of which is

in the Missouri, a U.S. drainage
basin--is drained to the Red
jtiver and Canada through the
Wild Rice River.
Canadian
objections--now
being studied by the Bureau and
by the International Joint Com.
mission--stem from possible pollution of boundary waters by
irrigation return flows. This
would violate a 67 year old treaty
b etween the two nations.
Madson contends that the
Lonetrt• Reservoir will affect

Canada and that the U.S_ is
exhibiting bad faith by continuing its construction while that
nation's objections to the project
are being investigated and negotiated. He maintains, "100 percent or the return flows to
Canada will first be stored at
Lonetree."
continued•pagc 6
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Langdon reels from missile decision
_

The early pan of August,
1974, was witness co three events
rhar would in some manner affect
all North Dakorans.
A president who overwhelmingly carried the state in
1972, resigned from office in
disgrace. A vice-president who
was nobody's choice in 1972, was
sworn into office . And the editors
of The Grand Forks Herald and
Cavalier Counry Republican
received phone calls from
Represencauve Mark Andrews, RN D , unofficially alerting rhem
10 rhe possibility rhar rhe
Safeguard Anti-Ballistic Missile
(ABM) si1es locaied in northeastern North Dak0<a might be
closed by rhis rime 1975.
The first two stories caused a
flurry of activity in North Dakota

newsrooms and appeared immcdi:ucly on the ncwstands.
The third, lar~elv because of a
denial by Senator Milton Young ,
R-N .D ., alter rhe story had made
rhe front page of rhe New York
Times on Aug. 8, 1974, was lose
in rhe flurry and would nor
appear in either newspaper (or
any other N .D. newspaper) until
some 14 months later. By that
umc . tr was no longer
possibility, bur a fact.
Many people in North Dakota
were caught off-guard by the
news rhar rhc Defense Depanmcm and Congress were moving
rapidly to shut down the $5. 7
billion complex one day after it
had
been
declared
fully

The Safeguard Anti-bal·
listic Missile System, a
$5. 7 bllllon defense e<lra·
vaganza, has been scrapped. Communities in Cavalier County which had
built their economies on
the construction and cootin ued operation of the
missile system have been
hard hit.
We have two reports,
one bv Jim Corcoran, who
edlls the weekly DAKOTA
STUDENT at the University of North Dakota, and
one from R. L. Branconnier, who was active in
resistance to the location of
the missiles in North Dakota. Branconnier, a Catholic priest at Kensal, N.
D., edits the SMALL
VOICE a monthly from
which this piece is reprinted.

Au9. EB' 1'774

foss, bJe.
/j BV1

other choice but to leave the area.
Yer both men agree, as docs

MacFarlane, that although rhe
delay in reporting the news may
leave some scars on the com -

munity for awhile because it left
them with little time to prepare

fort he shutdown, it did not leave
Reuther, Johnson, or Langdon
r~ big loser.
As one businessman explained,
"We had a thriving business
going in the area durum farmers
before the missiles came, and we

Langdon's weekly newspaper,
denied people the right to know

Langdon, is one-third owner of a
200- unit trailer park char houses

by not printing a story.

strictly

They

also

believe

for

the

citizens

of

Langdon, N.D., who experienced

now , "

said John

MacFarlane,

district manager for Otter Tail
Power Co . and mayor of

Langdon.
Some journalists in the state

contend rhar Herald editor Jack
Hageny and Howard Doheny,
editor of rhe Republican,

much

c ontusion could have been
2voided and proper preparations

could have been made by the
people of 1he community had
one or both men , whose papers
have large circulations in the
area, pursued the rip and

published some kind of story.
Many citizens in Langdon agree
in the community,
aided by 20-20 hindsight, have
built convincing
arguments

rhar , had a story appeared when
Hagerty and Doherty found our,
a great deal of money would have
been saved.
Yet a few ochers fed as Darlene
Hancock, a real estate agenr for
ABM personnel housing, that a
story at that time "would on ly
have panicked. everybody that
much sooner.''
But try to convince Erv Reuther

of that.
Reuther, aside from owning
the Rexall Drug store in

ABM mothballing vindicates critics
from 'The Small Voice'
Arter a $5. 7 billion inves tment.
the Defense De pt. i.., planning to
'ih111 down the Safeguard anti
balli . . tic mi-,..,ile sy..,tcm \\.:hich
from the start a cade mic and
Congrc<.,<.,ional critic", said would
neve r work. 111 kee ping with the
militar\" maxim that outmoded
" ca po~s should not be killed but
should just fade away. the
Pe ntagon has yet to announce
decision to place ABM in north~
eas tern North Dakota on a statm,
of .... ,andby'· muc h less give a
reason why.

Congress has voted to dis mantle
ABM but the formal re solution of
its fate still must be worke d out
by a House-Senate confe re nce
committee.

John Finney of the Ne w York
Times sugges ts that "one reason
for the Pe ntagon·.s re ticence is
that a n official announce me nt of
its pla ns could be inte rpre ted as
ultimate vindication for the critics who in 1968 and 1969 vainly
tried to stop deployment of the
syste m to de fe nd against e nemy
ballis tic missiles... Critics lost
that fight by I vote whe n Senator
Smith. R-Ma ine. switched he r
position at the last minute. Now

he said.
Johnson said that had he
known about rhe possibility of a
,hurdown , " I would have walked
our on rhe deal and left. "
!:::-~....,..J 'iC" will be left with a
four-plex that at a minimum will

Others

the greatest impact from the fiveyear project, it was a ~hock.
"We've been caught short and
a majority of our people are a
complete loss as to what to do

'11oth-Ba. 11 11. 1.9

L un3do11.) Al. D.

came our about the shut-down , "

cost him $100-150 a month in
rent lost and might also prove
hard to fill sinte nearly l, 500
Safeguard "orkers will be left
without jobs and faced with no

with that belief.

operational.
But

by Jim Corcoran

-DATEL/N~-

ABM i.._, to b e di..,mantlcd for
many of the same re asons critics
offc ~ed in contending the syste m
.._,hould nncr be built. according
to Finney in a No\.'. 25 article.

Critics warned that ABM would
have a destabilizing e ffect on
the nuclear weapons balance.
The iron,· is that a new threat of
"crisis i;1stability" b coming on
the horil"<m just as the ABM
disappears. a threat that the
ABM itse lf he lped to bring into
being .
T he irony is visibly
illus1rated he re in the Peace
Garden State a s huge trans port
trul'ks pass each other on s tate
and county roads: one is carrying
the Spartan and Sprint missiles
being removed from ABM while
the other is carrying MIRV multiple warhead missiles for the
ICBM s ites.

The Defe nse De partment's unannounced decision, under Congressiona l pre ss ure. to close
d m\ n the ABM site in North
Dakota. just as it became fully
opera tiona l. brings a n e ra to an
e nd . The ABM de bate in the
Senate in 1969 proved to be a
turning point in Congressiona l
examinatio n of ,vcapons progr;ims .

It was the first time scie ntists
from the acade mic community
joined membe rs of Congress in

ABM /ersonnel.

Just

before the wor came that the
nation's only Safeguard system
was to be de-activated, he and his
two partners had completed work
in changing rhe hearing system of
che park from propane gas to
natural gas. The cost of the work

was over $80,000.
He explained that because of
rhe instability of propane gas, he
and his partners felt it would be
better in the long-run co use
natural gas.
" Bur you arc in a different

ballpark when talking about one
or rwo years,'' Reuther said .

"If a story had appeared about
the possibiblity .of this (1he shut
down) happening, ar leasi a
person would have been warned.
And I know darn well we
wouldn't have done what we
did," he added.
Neither would Dick Johnson ,
owner,of 0 . S. Johnson Co.
"We started ro pour the
foundation for the four-plcx on
Thursday, and on Friday the word

will have one after they leave."
"The ones hurt the most arc
those working out there at the
sire and are now our of jobs,' '

said Johnson.
Cleve Johnson, a maintenance
mclhanic for Pan-Am, is one of
rhose workers left without a iob.

bur with a number of bills to pay.
"I wouldn't have bought the
1hings I did had I known there
was some possibility of rhe job

closing when it did," he explained.
" I have planned on going back
to school, so I guess my miod has
been made up for me," Johnson
concluded.
John Taylor, who works in the
instrumenrarion Jab for Federal
Electric, also would like to return
to school. Nor as a pupil , bur as- a
reacher .

Taylor

had

worked

for

It is doubtful whethe r mos1 of us
e ,·e r fully gra spe d the sophisticate d s lrategic a rg ume nts pro
a nd con that raged a mong
civilian and milita ry e xpe rts o n
the theory of nucle ar wa rfare.
Bu t on two occasions in the
history of the nucle ar arms race
the re hac, been mass.ive public
n: ..,ist mce to Pe ntagon pla ns.
Both instances involved so-calle d
" defensive" measures: unde rground bomb she lte rs and the
antiballistir mi,;;sile syste m
(ABM).
There was a lmost
vi:-.ccral feelings against both and
they were resisted because they
s uggested preparation for fight ing rntht..~r than simply de terring
nur lear war. The big she lte r
prog ram was abondoned quickly
and now the ABM after an
e xpe nditure of SS. 7 billion is also
to be shut down.
A house
committee called for its dismantling pointing our that"the utility
of Safeg uard to protect Minuteman will be essentially nullifie d
as the Soviet Union deploys
multiple warheads (MIRV) " .

i
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Langdon, is where the job isn't.

by R.L. Branconnier
challe nging a weapo ns prog ram
of the Defense Oc panme nt.
Pl'nt agon critir.. in Congress
havl' not bl'L'n able to mount such
a su<-,ta ined attack on o ther
weapons syste ms.
Bu t one
outgrowth of the ABM fig ht is
tha t t he Se na te Armed Services
Committee has e ver s ince been
much more critical in examining
Pe ntagon prog rams.

a

number of years as a high school
instructor in other pans of the ~
state before the urge to return ~
home . Home now however, as it
is for over 200 natives of c

This was precisely the basic
arg ument used 6 years ago by
the critics who conte nded that an
e nemy could overwhe lm ABM by
firin g warhe ads until all Safeg uard missiles we re e xhausted
and the n start a ttacking Minutema n ICBM missiles.

The re is good reaso n to believe
Sovie ! officials we re impre . . scd
b_\' the arg ume nt.s of Ame rican
-.cie nti-.ts tha 1 ABM
would
never work effective ly and was
an enormous waste of money.
And the re \\ as growing realization that ABMiwo uld have a
destabilizing e ffect on the nuclear balance.
In wha t was
probably the most important
arms control agreement reached
in the ye ars since Hiroshima , the

SALT I treaty of 1972. liir.ited
ABM syste m to two sites. Later,
a re duction to a one-site limit
was agreed.

Now e fforts mu c;t be re ne wed for
SAL"! II a greement to limit
M 1K V
deployment.
The
ceiling-. ag reed to at Vladivos.tok
in Nov . 1974 we re first s te ps in
this direction but too hig h to be
c ffn·tivc. ABM dismantling has
put an end to one danger - a
fir-,1--.trikc ad\antag e that could
produce in-.1ability. That danger
,, ill a gain confront the world but
,\ith ~w ch more dead!;· MJRV"s
unle \ \ dcplo_\'me nt or' multiple
\\ ~trhcad <., i.., e nded .
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Federation finds wildlife in trouble

by Bernice Palmer

The North Dakota Wildlife
Federation took a hard look at
the future of wildlire at its annual
convenlion recently in Grand
Forks and found it heading for
trouble unless attitudes change.
This was rerlected in the
message of NDWF President
Henry Byorum of Minot and

echoed by several speakers during the three-day meeting: In the
rompetition for the available
land, water and other limited
resources, the needs of wildlife

are being edged out.
Guest speakers urged delegates to stem this tide by getting
involved as citizens in the
decision making process. Government, some said, is becoming
more open to citizen input.
Richard A. (Ike) Ellison, chairman of the Governor's Natural
Resources Council put it like
this: "Conflicts like those in the
Devils Lake Basin will become
more common as resources are
stretched to their limits."
Ellison is chairing an 18-month
study of the basin where the
conflicts of 30 years between
drainage, flooding and wildlife
interests have polarized the
attitudes of people involved.
Seventeen task forces have
been working to develop three
alternative plans for the basin by
next October, when they will be
presented for public comment.
The only land use measure
funded by the last legislative
session, Ellison pointed out. was
the slUdy for the Devils Lake
Basin. The reason, he felt, was
because people supported the
proposal in great numbers.

State Sen. Stella Frit,ell,
R-Grand Forks, cited the need
for informed citizen input into
the many construction, diversion
and drainage projects going on
which destroy wildlire habitat in
the stale.
Rohert Herbst, commissioner
of lht> Minnesota Department or
Natural Resources, issued a
"hifenlennial challenge" to mem
bers to act in the spirit of Henry
Thoreau, Aldo Leopold and Gil
ford Pinchot-· historical figures
who challenged the then established way of doing things for
the benefit. of conservat.ion.
The quality of the commitment
he asked "extends from the
marshes to the inner cities." He
said the conservation and envi·
ronmental cause is not a sometime thing and that the "environmental crisis boggles the mind."
His hope for wildlife lie in
comprehensive land use plan·
ning, public aquisition of key
areas for wildlife, less destructive energy sources. more hunter
education to reduce criticism of
the sport, and computer pro·
gramming and monitoring of the
resources available.
A spot of hope for wildlife
came from a representative of
the Nebraska State Game and
Parks Commission. Ben Schole,
conservation education coordina·
tor for the commission, explained
and showed slides of a success
story.
The story was of biological
farming. He said such farming
has proved economically compe·
lilivc, good for wildlife, and good
for the land and has reduced

ABM--from page 6

was sull cla.Yified by the Pentagon.
Andrews was quoung from a
" Most likely I will be forced to
defense
depanmem report thac
leave the area now," Taylor said.
He said if he had known last stated the Safeguard system
August of the possible shut-down would reach a state of full
he would have been looking hard readiness in June of I 976 at
for another job and could which time the Army would
po~ibly have landed a teaching begin reducing its scale of
readiness.
posmon.
"But this caught me comHe added that the request
pletely by surprise, and I will
didn't bother him much belause
really have to start looking for a
he "figured if rhere was anything
job now," Taylor said.
co it, I would gee the word from
Robert Hilmer, who also works
Milt (Sen. Young)."
for Federal Electric, is more
Doherty saip Rep. Andrews
disgusted than anything else.
told him to warn anyone t hinking
about making a big investment
He too saw the ABM sue as a because of ABM, "to proceed
lhance to return home, but has with caution .''
only been able to enjoy hIS
He said he then talked to some
homecoming for less than a year. of the "flellows I knew would be
''If I knew there was any expanding in cown.''
chance of this happenin~, I
Nor does Hagerty regret his
wouldn't have taken the posaion decision.
with the company. I would have
"I'm not ashamed of my pan
stayed where I was at," Hilmer in rhe thing," he said.
said. He had previously held a
job with Northwestern Bell in
Hagerty had received a call
Grand Forks.
from Andrews on Aug. 8, 1974,
in which he ·sos told "rhar the
And the fact that two story in the New York Times .vas
newspaJ;>et editors knew of che correct." The Ti mes story
possibiluy of che shut-down so claimed the Safguard system
many months in advance and still would be "mothballed."
kept quiet leaves many people
disgusted.
Hagerty said he doesn't
"Ifonly they would have given remember his reaction to the tip
us some warning as to what may from Andrews , because a
happen ,'' is a phrase often heard. president was about to resign and
Bur despite all char has a number of other important
transpired in the Langdon area in stories were breaking, but that he
the past 14 months and the fact couldn' t possibly go with the
that Rep. Andrew's "unofficial" story because Andrews would nor
hint had become an official a llow himself to be quoted.
statement, the two editors
"You can 't print a story you
maintain the J?<>Sition that they can't attribute to anyone," he
handled the situation properly. explained.

"I could no more quote a
ghost now, than I could have
then," Doheny said. He had
received Andrews' call on Aug. 1,
1974 .
Doheny explained that Andrews would not allow himself to
be quoted for a story because he
was passing on information that

Yet on Aug. 9, 1974, rhe
Herald ran a scory in which Sen.
Young was quoted as saying the
Depanmenc of Defense had no
plans ro close down the Safeguard
A BM site contrary co reports
printed in the New York Times.
"Sen . Young came rhrough
with rhe scuff in writing denying

water pollution and wind erosion
and required a third less energy
input than conventional farming.
llis slides showed a 55-year
old Nebraska farmer, Del Aker
lund, who is "in business to make
mom•y." Akerlund was one- of the
rirst in his area to go lo chemical
forming in his younger days and
is one of the first lo return lo
"natural" farming about eight.
yr<trs ago.
Sc·hole also filed a study
<'Ompleted in 1975 by Washing
ton University, St. Louis, Mo,
that compared 16 organic opera·
tions with 16 conventional operations in the Midwest and found
litlle difference in net profit.
Other speakers told of manipu
lating habitat to gain more
wildli£e production through
plantings. delayed mowing on
roadsides, winter feeding and
controlling public use of wildlife
areas.
A Stuttgart, Ark., dentist,
Rex Hancock, described his fight
against a channelization project
in the Cache River Basin of
Arkansas. The area is an impor·
tant wintering area for waterfowl reared in North Dakota and
other Central Flyway states.
Hancock detailed what he
called "abuses by the Army
Corps of Engineers" including
failure to notify federal and state
officials of the beginning of
construction of the project and
efforts to circumvent provisions
of the National Environmental
Po)i('y Acl which require preparation of environmental impact
staLements on such projects.

the Times report," Hagerty said,
explaining why the cfenial was
run bur nor the report from the
Times.
Hagerty also said he did not
concacc che Herald's Washington
Bureau and ask them to cry and
track down Andrews' comments
on the possible closing of rhe
ABM sire, because " I decided rhe
statements didn't warrant it."
He explained chat rhe impression he had gotten from
Andrews' call was rhac the
Defense Department was taking
the action, when actually the
'1crion was raking place in che
House of Reprc:sematives Dc:~"ensc
appropriations
sub(ommmc:e.
Andrews is a member of the
Appropriations (Ommittee.
"' I feel I acred responsibly,"
Hagerty said.
Ocher journalists in rhe stare
cend co disagree.
·'It was a breach of trust,' , said
Don Gack le, president of che
North
Dakora
t\ewspaper
Association (NONA).
He said newsmen someumes
get too close co their sources and
lose thiair objectivity. ''That what
happc!•'.."d in this case," he said.
Gackle is editor of che Mclean
County lndc:pcndcnc in Garrison.
"It's a question of che people's
right co know , and sometimes we
don't lee the people know,"· he
added.
Al Austin, insrrucror in
journalism at UNO, agreed,
"This is ;1. legitimate piece of
news rhat should have been run.
The peop"le had a right ro know."
He md rhe whole srory should
have
been made publ1C .
"Especially if he 's got that
resource (a Washington Bureau),
he should have used it and goc ro
both sides of ir "
Marge Potter. presidenc of che
North Dakota chapcer of Sigma
Delra Chi, a professional journ ali stic
society,
added,
''somewhere along 1he line, they
should have got the- word our
They sh ould have alrrred che
people that H was in rhe wind,"

"The ahusl'S committed by the
(\•nlrul lntelligenre Agency and
Lht> lnh•rnal Revf'nue Service are
no worse than those committed
hy thl• U.S. Army Corps of
En,Kinel•rs." llan('ock said.
The attorneys general of several states, including North
Dakota, have joined the Envi
ronmental Defense Fund and the
Arkansas Game Commission in
legal action aimed at insuring an
adequate environmental impact.
statement on the project. Construction has been stalled since
March 1973.

tht· ,,amt• minimum as that
rt'fJUlrl'fl for heavily industrializt•d arPas.
Ht·'solutions stall•d that the
r't·<kralion would:
*Support legislation lo make
thl· St.tu• Water Commission the
"olt> authority to issue drainage
J>l'rmils following a revil'W of the
rlraina,i.:-t• applieation hy all state
n•sourt·e management. agen<·i{'s.
*Inform the Devils Lake Advi
sory Commitl{'l' of th{' Federa
Lio~·, l'Ont·ern for the existing
Wl tlands in the Devils Lake
Hasin and to urge the commiLtt•e
lo mnsider their maintenance
and possihll· restoration of some
aln•ady drained in their overall
proposals.
1

Federation delegates re-electl'd Henry Byorum of Minot. as
president for a one year term,
adopl«·d three position papers,
and passed 12 resolutions.
The Position papers dealt
with:
*Garrison
Diversion··The
Federation insisted that wildlife
habit.at lost t.o the project be
replaced in kind and that it keep
pace with other project features,
t.hat roug h fish be prevented
from entering new waters
through diversion canals and
that water discharged meet
water quality standards.
*Alternate
energy
sources--The Federation urged
t:1x breaks for energy conservation measures and use of alternatC' energy sources.

*EnC'ourage the full considera
Lion of the value of wildlifo,
wetl:.tnds. native prairil· and
olhn undeveloped land,; as part
>f the Regional r;nvironmental
Asst•ssment Progra m l REAP)
and that the urged information
gathl'red through REAi' lw
madl· a("l'f'Ssihlt' to inh•rt•slNI
eilizen groups.
•Support the recently dt•vt'I
oped poli<'y of the N.D. Natural
Resources Council on soil <·onst•r
vation and soil erosion.
•support a landowner prcfn
ence license for antC'lope evny
other year, an int"reasc in
hunling lict>n<;e foes and in
('rpased penalties for g;1mt• viola
lions.

*Air -T he Federat.ion observed that the new state air
regulations are essentially the
federal minimums and urged that
North Dakota air not be allowed
to deteriorate to a Class IJJ level,

Bernice Palmer or Bh,marck i.!t
editor of the North Dakota
Wildlift• Federation'.!. monthlv
n,•w,paper FI.ICKEltTi\LES . .

Madson--from page 6

is that the pawns in this political
chess game are the people who
According to Madson, ?9 per live in the Sh.eyen.ne River
cent of the land marked for Valley. ~wentr five mile~. of that
irrigation in the project drains valley will be inundated.
into Canada. "If we intend to
honor our commitments not to The Garrison Project-- which
poJlute Canadian water. we'll Madson says is proceeding withhave to redesign four fifths of the out proof that il can be compleproject," he said. "We're com- ted -may be "the water safe.
milting ourselves to major new guard of the Bureau of Reclama
features when we haven't. proven lion. We've almost got. ourselves
the project can ever be finished. a hydrological Anti-ballistic mis
sil<'."
Efforts to justify the project
for other purposes than irriga
The Jamestown <'nvironmen
lion cannot be valid, Madson
said. "Bet.ween 80 to 90 per Cf'nt talist was referring to the
of the project is justified on gov('rnment's recf>nt ciPcision to
irrigation benefits. Lonetree st·uttle the multi-billion dollar
cannot be justified as a fish and Anti ballistif missile system
wildlife project or as a recreation whirh had been installed at
project. The costs would far out Nekoma, N.D.
weigh the benefits."
1le said congressional critics of
Madson said he "smells poli- the project will attempt lo delete
tics" in the adminstrations's its funding from the budget, but
decision to include Garrison in its Madi.;on is not optimistic.
budget. "What really bothers me
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An affectionate biography of Bill Langer
Agnes Geelan. The Dakota Maverick:
The Political Life of William Langer, also
known as "Wild Bill" Langer. Fargo: the
author, 1975. (vi) plus 166 pages,
including forward and I acknowlegments,
appendix, research sources, author's vita,
index. Photographs. $7.95 (cloth).

by Larry Remele

,,,BILL LANG£R, BILL LANGE~, WHERE ARE 'fJ<J NOW?\\

Agnes Geelan's much publicized The
Dakota Maverick affectionately recalls the
stormy political career of William Langer,
a man who became a legend in his own
time. The author (a longtime political
activist in her own right) writes pleasingly
and organizes her material coherently,
but her ' sympathetic point-of-view leads
her to avoid the searching analysis and
explanation mandatory to any discussion
of Langer's life. In addition, many errors
infiltrate the manuscript, and the book
winds up becoming a one sided story that
creates many myths and incorrect impres·
sions.
The most glaring oversights in The
Dakota Maverick probably stem from
incomplete research. Geelan characterizes
Langer as North Dakota's "most colorful,
most controversial and most successful"
politician. This is simply not true. Our
state's history abounds with flamboyant
figures who were at least equally colorful,
such as William Lemke, Gerald P. Nye,
Usher L. Burdick or Arthur C. Townley.
As for controversy, one has only to look at
the continuing furor created by Townley,
political boss Alexander McKenzie, or a
variety of other personalities who wandered across the state's political stage.
Moreover, Langer did not have tota1
success in the electoral arena (he was
defeated five times); numerous other
state politicians served longer and absorbed fewer setbacks, the most obvious
current example being U. S. Senator
Milton R. Young. That Langer was one of
this colorful, controversial and successful
genre cannot be denied (and Geelan amply
demonstrates that point), but the author's
claim fQr his supremecy ignores the facts.

I

r~,,
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Because author Geelan provides no
footnotes, her readers will be unable to
consult her sources--and the book needs to
be read carefully. For instance, William
Lemke was not 'generally known" as the
"kingmaker" of the Nonpartisan League in
1916 (p. 31); wartime hysteria did rear its
ugly head in North Dakota as the sedition
trials of John Wishek and other alleged
pro-Germans amply testify (p. 44);
Senator Gerald P . Nye became a
"household word" in the state long before
the 1932 election (p. 58): the crop year
1932 brought ample rain and good yields,
not drought (p. 60); Langer's breadbaking
stunt in 1937 was lifted from (but not
credited to) Dr. Edwin F. Ladd's
experiments of 20-odd years earlier (pp.

In sum, a cursory look at The Dakota
Maverick reveals that the book was
inadequately researched, excludes too
much, and comes up short on hard
analysis of Langer's record. Many important and solidly documented sources were
not consulted. The result is a well-written
memoir, not a political biography. At the
very least, however, the appearance of
The Dakota Maverick and its reported

commerical success shows an awakening
interest in North Dakota's unusual
political history. William Langer undenia·
bly played a loud and significant part in
the making of that heritage and deserves
a much more thorough and probing
political biography than this one.
Larry Remele is editor of North Dakota
History published quarterly by The
State Historical Society of North Dakota.

84-85).

A major misinterpretation, however,
surfaces in Geelan's discussion of Langer's
foreign policy ideas. Calling him an
"inconsistent isolationist", she contrasts
Langer's unflagging opposition to foreign
military adventures with his steady
support of "humanitarian" aid programs.
This mis-states Langer's progressive
ideology--an id'eology that did not ask the
nation to shut off foreign relationships.
Food and clothing, in Langer's view,
didn't encourage war; military aid did. As
a result, he was neither inconsistent nor
an isolationist when he distinguished
between the two types of aid.
Geelan never deals with other impor·
tant aspects of Langer's career, such as
his failure to oppose Wisconsin Sen.
Joseph McCarthy's red-baiting escapades
in the early 19SO's, and she avoids
confronting his manipulative bossism and
ruthless domination of the fading NPL
during the '40's and '50'; , Too, she barely
skims his years outside the political
picture in the 1920's · and prefers to
describe his services to his constituents
rather than thoroughly examine his
record as a maker of public policy while in
office. The book does contribute valuable
thumbnail sketches of some of the people
who constituted Langer's political machine and of his conspiracy trials,
however, and those chapters may well
have enduring worth.

Writer: Geelan

Subject: Langer

Reminiscences of Wild Bill Langer
page 8
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Politics: Blackening the brew
Three events this fortnight
have served to blacken the brew
in North Dakota's political tea.
pot.
First. Gov. Arthur A. Link
refused to commit himself to a
race for a second term. He told
capitol newsmen to "expect an

A governor being

announcement" but he didn't say
when the announcement would
be made nor what it would say.

Second, Robert Reimers the
Speaker of North Dakota"s
House of Representatives officially opened his campaign headquarters in Bismarck. This formally signals the beginning of his
campaign for the governorship, a
campaign which has been conducted in a general way for most
of the Speaker's political life, in a
more particular way since the
middle of the last legislative
session, in dire earnest since
mid-December when Reimers
announced he wanted the job.
Third, Bismarck auto dealer
Robert McCarney issued his
biennial threat to run for public
office. It seems that the political
bureaucracy which serves only
itself and which exhibits contempt and a complete disregard
for the people it's supposed to
serve, controls both political
parties ... " McCarney said.
Link, no doubt, is being coy.
He will almost certainly be the
Democrat's gubernatorial candidate--and he will be very hard to
beat, indeed.
Reimers is a serious candidate
for Link's job, but few believe he
is a serious contender. The
Speaker has a habit of delivering
remarks without thinking very
deeply about them--and irritating those he speaks about.
Further, Reimers is a very
conservative individualist, both
philosophically and monetarily.
00

coy,
a candidate being
serious,

a spoiler demanding
attention

That kind of philosophy, though
it may be consistent. doesn't
appeal to people who have grown
used to depending on the state
and federal governments for
livelihood.
The Republican reaction to
Reim-er's campaign has been
bored inattention. The attitude
seems to be: Let him get out
there and try it. If folks react.
we'll give him the nomination. If
they don't. we'll look for somebody else.
The deepening
silence from other potential candidates indicates perhaps he'll
get the nomination--though it is
far too early to make that
prediction with confidence.
Robert McCamey, the Bismarck businessman, brings a
new dimension to the race.

McCamey, of course, has spoiled
more than one election victory
for Republicans and given the
Democrats more than one good
,;:care. Although he ran very
poorly in his last electo.ral
endeavor--against former Gov.
William Guy, whom the Demo
crals had nominated for the U.S.
Scnatc--McCarnev is an unknown
factor in the state's politics.
With an anti,cstabli!,hmcnt strain
building to crescendo. he could
do well.
Of course, McCamey did not
indicate that he would be a
candidate. Instead, he listed
"several very capable candidates
for Governor in both parties who
would serve the people and not
the bureaucracy." Of Democrats,
McCamey likes Byron Dorgan,
the state tax commissioner,
James Jungroth, the Jamestown
attorney who foiled Bill Guy's
Senatorial hopes by drawing
enough votes as an independent
to re-elect Milton Young; Sylvan
Hubrig, the boss of the Teamsters Union who has announced
his candidacy as an independent
Democrat. and S.F. Hoffner. who
is usually called Buckshot, the
minority leader of the North
Dakota State Senate. None of
the men--except Hubrig who
can't get the party's nomination-is expected to mount any challenge to Link. Dorgan, the
youngest of the Jot and the most
ambitious, is unhappy at the
prospect of four more years in
the tax office. but the party
offers him little alternative.
Republican objects of McCarney's favor are Richard Elkin, a
public chairman of the Public
Service Commission; William
Kelsch. a Mandan attorney and
former legislator whom some
West River Republicans have

been touting for the nomination:
Ray David.' who sells insurance
m Dickinson and has broadcast
interests there, and who managed Millon Young's successful
Senatorial campaign; Al Olson,
the attorney general who'd ra
ther be Senator than governor:
Robert Peterson, the state audi
tor whom almost no one outside
the capitol ha\ heard of: and
John VonRcudcn. a Republican
operative who manages a Bismarck television station.
Said McCarney in a letter
distributed to the state's news
papers, "As a man who is deeply
interested in North Dakota and
its people, I hereby serve notice
that I, and a group of which I am
a member. will watch with great
interest who the nominees for
high political offices will be in
North Dakota this y~ar... We will
watch with great interest to see
if any of these candidates are
considered by the delegates at
both political conventions. As it
appears now. the political bureaucracy appears bent on dictating to the delegates who the
nominees will be. And, if the
delegates allow themselves to be
dictated to by the bureaucracy,
we can be assured that there wi.11
be at least five candidates for
governor in the 1976 general
election ... lhree democrats and
two Republicans."
McCarney ended his letter-much of which is reprinted here,
with 5,ome of the rhetoric typical
of him. The people will have the
opportunity to vote for the
candidate who will serve them
first ... above all else. Now is the
time for the people to vote for
themselves and not for a political
bureaucracy machine. By voting,
for themselves, they will be
voting for a change."
00

Robert Mccarney on politics 1976
Isn't it odd, when an el:etion
year rolls around, how an of a
sudden it dawns on candidates for
political office that our state has

too much money in surplus, and
the people of North Dakot.l are
overtaxed?
This year, 1976, is a most

crucial election year in North
Dakota. It is a time when all
North Dakotans must realize that
the future destiny of our state is
at stake.

North Dakota needs leadership
from its Governor, and this it
simply does not have. It is sad
when we have a Governor who is
mute when faced with decisions
and emits vague utterances that
something will be done in the
future.
For too long, our people have
been saddled with a bureaucracy

{d~i~f}·
Robert .McCamey
'... saddled with bureaucracy ...
feathering its nest .. .
com pletely unresponsive ...
taxed us to the limit .. .
wants even more ... '

form of government which has
been responsive to feathering its
own nest with our tax dollars and
completely unresponsive to the
needs of the people whom it is
supposed to serve.
Our
bureaucracy form of government
has taxed North Dakotans to the
very limit, and even though our
state has accumulated a huge
surplus, we are asked to pay even
more.
And so, as a result of the actions
or
our
political
bureaucracy which controlled
our legislature during the last
session and their wild spending of
oor tax dollars with a total
disregard for the taxpayers, it
became necessary once again to
bring the issues back to the
people
through
initiated
measures. At the present lime,
three initiated measure petitions
are in circulation. They are:
1. An initiated measure
reducing the sales tax f.rom 4
percent to 3 percent {with
grocery foods exempt), reducing

the sales tax from 4 percent to 2
percent on farm machinery and
eliminating the sales tax on
electricity;
2. An
initiated measure
reducing the state income tax for
individuaJs and increasing the
tax for corporations; and
3. An
initiated measure
reducing the business privilege
tax from I percent to !-10th of I
percent.
With reference to the coal tax
passed by the legislature at 50c a
ton. I believe if the leadership of
the bureaucracy, which controls
both political parties, had done
some serious investigations and
research into the matter, they
would have found the following to
be true:
1. That 50C a ton is completely
oot of line. That the tax on coal·
should not have been less than 25
percent nor more than 281/,4
percent.
2. That the payback to the
counties affected by the coal
mining is compleiely out of line.
That, instead of 35 percent, the
payback should be from 89
percent to 91.25 percent for the
first five years with a percentage
of the coal tax monies being
placed in a trust fund for future
needs.
It seems that the political
bureaucracy, which serves only
itseH and which exhibits contempt and a complete disregard
for the people it's supposed to
serve, controls both political
par ties. As it has consistently
done in the past, this political
bureaucracy has already chosen
the candidates for Governor in
both political parties in the upcoming election . . candidates
who will serve the bureaucracy.
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Robert Reimers

See
Robert
run
Reimers opens
campaign
Robert Reimers is a big,
brusque man. He is a Republican
and speaker of the North Dakota
House of Representatives. He is
also a candidate for governor.
Watch him adjust his six foot
frame behind a tiny desk in his
wainscotted Bismarck office.
See him court visiters, offer
coffee, pass out cookies.
He is having an open house.
Hear him urge Democratic
Gov. Art Link, who will almost
certainly be his opponent--should
Reimers get the Republican
nomination--to call a special
session of the Legislature.
Listen to the news reporters'
questions.
Why have a special session?
Hear Reimers answer:
"To cut taxes. Current taxes,
if they're not cut, will produce a
surplus in the general fund even
larger than that of the previous
biennium when it reached almost
$100 million. The state is taxing
people way beyond what's necessary."
What happens if taxes aren't
cut?
"Government will do what it
always does--spend the money ...
These answers are offered
with forceful gestures, his right
hand flashing out from his chest,
palm up, emphasizing the point.
The choice."" he tells the
governor in a Jetter, "is between
lethargy and leadership; and the
choice is up to you."
Robert Reimers is running for
governor and this open house is a
chance for the capitol city press
corps to meet him and his
campaign staff, ladies and gentlemen scattered in captain's
chairs throughout the office.
Mr. Speaker, Why did you
announce so early?
"Being early makes a winner."
Who do you expect to enter
the Republican race?
"I don't know who's in it yet_"
Who would you like to see as
an opponent? Would you run
against Rep. Earl Strinden from
Grand Forks?
"I feel comfortable running
against any body."
How do you plan to campaign?
'Tm going to go out and sell
my own produ~t. I've got a good
product and I give good service."
What are the issues in this
campaign'?
"Coal is an issue because some
people are making it an issue."
Any others?
"Taxes are an issue. Taxes are
higher than needed and they
should be cut:·
Others?
"Education is an issue. Our
schools should be giving us our
money's worth as far as the three
Rs are concerned. l'm not in any
00

continued-page 10

The days of the League
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Coal -- from page 2

0/dtimers reminisce
Larry Sprunk Is director of the North
Dakota Oral History Project which Is tape
recording the reminiscences of oldtfmers
in North Dakota. He acted as master of
ceremonies for the occasion he describes
helow.

On a Sunday afternoon in November I
went down to the old Patterson Hotel to
listen to some of the old warlords--both
greater and lesser·of the Non-Partisan
League recall the League and the Patter-

son. What better way to pass such an
afternoon?
Despite color television--and live football--the lobby of the Hotel was crowded
with wearers of Langer buttons, readers
of Langer and NPL campaign literature,
drinkers of coffee, c;hewers of the fat and
savorers of the light smell of cigars which
can always be found in the lobby of an old
hotel.

going at it
bare knuckled
The highlight of this particular afternoon (Nov. 16); came at 3 o'clock when the
oldtimcrs gathered in a semi-circle of
chairs on the lobby's balcony to talk of the
days when, in the words of Elmer Cart,
"The Patterson Hotel was the most elite
hotel between the Twin Cities and
Spokane." Cart, a former public service
commissioner and once a candidate for
governor, remembered coming to Bismarck from Englevale to work as a janilor
in the Patterson and find out about politics
first hand. This was the time when the
NPL groundswell had turned tidal wave
lo the extent of a two thirds majority in
bolh houses of the state legislature.
Referring to the "fisticuffs" which
punctuated the 1921 session of the
legislature, Cart emphasized that "in
those days we went at it bareknuckled."
Cart, who now lives in Minot, has
remained politically active. He was a
delegate to the 1971 constitutional con·
vent.ion and actively opposed adoption of
the document drawn there.

Gov. Arthur A. Link, who got his start
in politics in the NPL spoke of the
League's 1956 convention, when the
organization voted to begin filing its
candidates in the Democratic column, as
his most memorable recolle<:tion of "the
great, grand and noble institution known
as the Patterson Hotel."
But Clarence Haggard, who chaired
that last League convention, emotionally
recalled the event as " the greatest
robbery that ever took place ... The
governor said we willingly went in with
the Democrats. We did no such thing. We
lost the League. We were gobbled up in
1956." Haggard, a major political lieutenant of Wild Bill Langer who served as
attorney general, governor and U.S.
Senator, now works as an auctioneer and
realtor in Bismarck. His latest foray into
politics was an abortive attempt to refer
the highway department appropriation in
1973. Haggard was angered because the
legislature, he said, had neglected rural
roads in favor of super highways.

As the hour for reminiscences ap·
proached, the atmosphere in the old hotel
was warm. cordial and curious. People
strolled through the Patterson's paneled
lobby, the ornately painted dining room
and the labyrinthine upper stores examining items to be sold at auction later in the
week. As the informal program began, the
feeling in the venerable old hotel changed,
became tingly, exciting. "Damn it, can
you feel it?" one of the speakers asked as
he took his position on the hotel's
mezzanine. "It's just like the old jays."
Dahl alluded to this as he began speaking.
"The first thing I thought about looking
you over down there--1 couldn't see no
reason why this couldn't be a Non-Partisan League convention going on because it
resembles it very much. I believe if we
had room up in the convention hall I would
say let's all go up there and have one," he
said in his strong old voice still edged with
a Scandinavian accent. "It don't make any
difference where you are from as long as
you are from North Dakota," he added.
"That's all that would count." The crowd
loved it.
The Patterson Hotel crowd seemed to
hold the League in esteem, but that hasn't
always been the case. Schoenberger
rememberred, "In those days you were
either a Leaguer or you weren't a
Leaguer." Schoenberger was a Leaguer
and to prove it, he told the story of his son
who had been hitchhiking home to
Casselton from Bismarck in the League's
heyday--both of power and controversy.
He got his ride and the driver asked his
name. When he learned the lad was a
Schoenberger and the League organizer's
son, the driver stopped the car and kicked
the boy out.

Cart credited the League with stopping
"the parade that was defrauding the
people of North Dakota." He stressed that
"People today shouldn't forget that those
immigrants were intelligent people."
They carved a place in the history of the
nation which is only now being brought
into the open.
Dahl, referring to the exploitation of
North Dakota by interests outside the
state, claimed that "The Non-Partisan
League legislation and state officials did
more to correct the evils in the state of
North Dakota which had come in from the
outside than any other sessions or
administrations have ever done."

Ben Wolf--now a member of the North
Dakota Public Service Commission--be·
came a legislator in 1940. He recalled
playing a lot of cards in the Patterson
during his first session. "In those days
freshman legislators had to grow up
before they were recognized and you
couldn't get a decent committee assignment for at least five or six years."
North Dakota Labor Commissioner
Orville (Ike) Hagan remembered a variation on an old song from the period.
"Home, home, on the capitol dome," he
sang "where the League and the R.O.C.
play; where seldom is heard an intelligent
word and the Democrats have all the say."
The R.O.C. or Republican Organizing
Committee, sought to deflate the League's
powPr in the Republican Party in the
J940"s. One of its first--and certainly its
most successful--Jeaders was U.S.Senator
Milton R. Young.

Math Dahl, who served for two decades
as commissioner of agriculture and labor,
jokingly referred to the switch in the
NPL's allegiance--before 1956, the League
operated as an independent organization
and filed its ticket in the Republican
column in pnmary elections--as the time
when "the League went by dPfault."

There was a vague feeling of loss in
recalling those days "when things got
done." Math Doll told me before the
program began, "It's good to remember
those days, but we need them back. We
need the old League and a new Bill
Langer. Today all you get is machine
politicians who don't do anything but stay
in office."

George Schoenberger, a major League
organizer in the Red River Valley, saw the
decision as a more natural phase of change
resulting from new blood entering the
League and exerting its presence.

Certainly these politicians are not so
colorful as the warlords of the League-warlords who remembered their days of
power for those of us who haven't had
any. They've got a lot to teach us.

According to Oscar Hagstrom
of Wilton. chairman of the North
Burleigh Cooperative--which has
fought the UPA/CPA line for
nearly a year, tentative plans to
incorporate a .e:rouo reoresentine
eight counties in this state have
been made. Another meeting
will be scheduled to complete
these plans, he said.
Landowner cooperatives in
southern McLean and Northern
Burleigh Counties have resisted
UPA-CPA 's plans to route their
power line across irrigable land.
Landowners insist the line should
follow quarter lines. The landowners have agreed to demand
$20,000 per mile for ri.e:hts of wav
for the line.
The company·')
highest offer was S6.800 per
mile.
At an earlier meeting in
Bismarck, landowners heard a
report on litigation in Minnesota
courts. Landowners there are
resistin£ the companies's use of
e minent domain to acquire power
line rights of way.
A group
known as CURE for Citizens
United for Rural Environment.
has challenged the companies's
permits for siting in Minnesota,
as well.
Hagstrom said a major immediate goal of the North Dakota
group would be to resist the
companies's request to be exempted from the North Dakota
Public Service Commission·s siting law.
UPA-CPA maintain
they should be "godfathered"
out of the law because their
planning was completed before
the law took effect.
The
landowners claim, however. that
the law should apply because the
company has not begun construction on the line.

Famll1ar arguments about development were repeated at
North Dakota Water Conservation Commission hearings in
Hazen Jan. 22.
Landowners
appeared to oppose Basin Elec.
tric Power Cooperative's plans to
build an 800 megawatt generating station in conjunction with
American Natural Gas Company's gasification plant north·
west of Beulah and People's Gas
Company's request for water to
supply four gasification plants in
Dunn County.
Members of the United Plainmen Association argued that no
conditional water permit could
adequately protect the people of
Nort Dakota from the consequences of strip mining. air
pollution and crowding which
would result from development
of the area's coal.
A delegation of Dunn County
farmers and ranchers. who two
days earlier voted to maintain an
affiliation with the United
Plainsmen rather than forming a
separate landowners group. told
commissioners they ' re not interested in seeing the People·s
project delayed. They want it
stopped altogether.
This statement, delivered by
Randolph Nodland of Dunn Cen·
ter. represents a toughening of
position for these landowners
who have previously asked for
additional studies of the project.
Nodland asked. "'What's it going
to take to convince the commhsion that the people of Dunn
County don't want this plant? ..
Like the group at Hazen, he
indicated his group would take
whatever action is nccc~sarv to
keep the coal indw;;try out of hb
neighborhood.

What's it going to take?

See Robert run ...
position to tell them how to do
that, but if it takes more monev
for more teachers and more
people, I'm for that, but I'm not
interested in oaving for frills. I'm
interested in basic education."
Would you include kindergarten and educational television in
your definition of basic education?
"No, I would not."
How do you feel about the
farmers protest about grain
prices?
"I'm a grain dealer and a
farmer myself and one thing I'm
not going to do is tell farmers
when to sell their crops .. "
Does that mean you.,re in
direct opposition to what Agriculture Commissioner Myron
Just is trying to do?
"I didn't say that, I'd just
never advise a customer what to
do with his crop. The grain
market is a risky business and
my chances of being right are
only 50/50. If I told a man to hold
and the price went down, he
wouldn't be very happy with me,
would he."
How about the export trade.
Will a farm embargo hurt that?
"We could be giving our export
market away and we have to be
sure we aren't killing our own
goose."
Would you favor the state
getting involved in grain trading?
"That's a possibility. I
wouldn't rule it out. It would
take a lot of research. To have
the state become a stabilizer in a
billion dollar market--we'd have
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to proceed with extreme caution."
Do you think the present grain
marketing system is a good one?
"Oh. yes. It's based absolutely
on supply and demand by somebody. II there are no buyers, the
market will fall."
It seems so complicated.
"It's not. It's no problem to
become a speculater-·and they
make the market. You and I, if
we have some money, can help
make the market... and make
more money."
People say you're a millionaire ...
"I've done well in my business."
How is your campaign financed?
"By contributions. You can pay
the lady at your left there.
Alter the convention, after I
have the nomination, the party
will handle the campaign expenses. That'll be a lot easier for us."
Who are some of the dignitaries who've been through here
today?
"Well there's Brynhild Haugland, she's a state representative
from Minot. And Jim Peterson
from Minot. They're helping on
the campaign. And the Mc
Elroys, John and Natalie from
Jamestown. She's the campaign
manager. And my wile. She's a
dignitary. And you boys from the
press. I'd call you dignitaries."
Hear Reimers laugh, a deep
chuckle.
He's the only Republican to
have announced for governor.
Now, watch him run.

l
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Complaining about federal
'>pending is popular sport these
days. Annually, many millions of
do.llars in federal funds are
funnelled through North Dakota.
Who gets it? We've started this
feature as a way to let you know.
\\e don't pretend that this list
is definitive and we don't pro·
mi~ that it will be a regular
feature. ~or do we necessarily
object to this federal spending,
but we like to know where the
money goes.

Grants
The Sheyenne Valley Arts and
Crafts A<:t,;;ociat1on of Fort Ransom has been awarded a $10,869
grant to employ two carpenters
~o reconstruct Bear Creek Hall as
.: facility for a crafts program.
The grant "ill also provide salary
for a crafts supervisor for six
nmnth\,
The association will
ofkr classes in various art media
and maintain the Bjarne Ness Art
Lallerv.
l"iorth Dakota Chautaqua '75.
Inc . ha'> received a similar
grant forS3.921. The money will
be u..,ed to hire a coordinator and
<,C'l'rctarv for six months and to
plan and prepare for an eight da)
fc,.tival offering water activities.
lnlllrcs. museum displays. theatn entertainment and other
1.Ktivitics during the summer of

$10,512 to the International
Music Camp at Bottineau for
salaries and travel for a coordi·
nator and secretary to plan and
organize the lntrrnational Youth
Band Festival and International
Festival of the Arts '76.
$37,039tothecityofSheyenne
to improve city owned buildings
for use as a youth center, a
library, a community develop
ment center and a building- to
house an arts and <.'rafts <.'enter.

$29.844 lo the Department of
Home Economics and Nutrition
at the University of North
Dakota to develop a learning
package to be used to teach home
economics to blind students.

Others
The Manpower Service<, Council has released $280,000 in Public Service Employmcnl funds for
U\C" on a regional bao.;is.
The
mone)· has been allocated to the
\tatc-'s eight Arca Manpower
Planning Boards to be used in
Comprehensive Employment and
Trainin_g Act (CETA) proerams.
Of the total. $180.000 will be used
to fund public service jobs;
$100.000 will go for training
programs. The money will be
divided among the state· s region·.., on the basis of population
and the number of unemployed .

147h.

funds for the Sheyenne Valley
.ind Dc\'il'.., Lake activities came
from the Local Initiatives Program of the Comprehensive
Lmploymcnt Training Act.

LIP
Among other Local Initiative
Programs grants are these:
$39,743 to the Leonard Friendship club for construction of a.
senior citizens center at Leonard.
The project will employ 12
persons.
Sl9,680 for a communitv center at Mountain.
The Center
could double a<; a firchall. cafe.
ans and crafts area and a
meeting hall. The project will
employ nine.
$4'1.486 to the Walsh Count\'
Hio.;torical Society and the Grafton Bicentinnial Committee for
an e1hnic village and hi!i.torical
recreation area. The project will
emplo.y 12 people to renovate a
depot. school. church and
grounds and construct a bandstand and theater buildin~.
$36. 743 to the Trenton Indian
Service Corporation to hire 13 to
develop a recreation area adjacent to Lake Trenton, an oxbow
in the Missouri River.

$30,536 to a group of 15
unemployed citizens at Almont
who wil1 remodel several public

The North Dakota Library
Commission has been awarded
two grants from the U.S. Oepartment of Health, Education
and Welfare.
The grants, $267.809 to be
used to provide library service to
.:m.•as with limited service and
$41,414 to provide a systematic
and effective system or inter
lihrary coordination, total

:J09,223.
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Name dropping

Appointed:
Jerome C. Broadhead of Bismarc:l.. a,,; director of the North
D~1ko1a Di, i-.ion of Economic
Opportunity. A na1ive of Car<.,on,
Broadhead ha\ been !i.ervink a<.,
acting din:c.:lor of the agency
since JQ74. Before that, he \.\.as
director of the Communitv Action
Agcn1.·v for the Standirig Rock
Sunn Trihc at Fort Yates.

Edich S. Kjos Bismard to ihe
Thl· state'\ wintcri,ation pro- North Dakota Business and lnject. dcsi~ncd to irnprml' the dus1rial Dt.·velopmcnt Commis,1hilih of homes to withstand !'>10n.
Kjos. a former school
North Dakota's cold. ha\ been !cacher. b an owner and offitcr
alhx:ated an addi1ional SOl.000 in of Gerlach'<., Sheet Metal. Inc.
CETA fund,;; to hire more unemElb.,abcth Hallmark of Bi~ployed 10 wintcri,c: homes of
elderly and disadvantaged North marck to the Manpower Services
Council. Hallmark is director of
Dakotans.
Dakota Association of Native
Americans.
!"he 28 member
A liccm,ed pral:ti<:al nursing
council advises ihc state adminprogrnm at Rolla has been
istralion on how to dispose of
allocated SI00.00 ... thc Dakota
hundreds of thousands of dollars
A,,;sociation of Native- Amc:rh.:an<.,
in federal funds granted the state
(DANA) headquartered in Bisthrough
thl' Comprehensive Emmar<:k ha,;; bt•en granted $24.000
to hire sc\.·en additional staff ployment Training Act of I (J1J.
members for more adequtttc
outreach and c mp! )yment assistance to gff-rcser,·atiun native
Amcrican~ .... The Uc\.'ils Lake
Sioux Tribe. the Turtle Mountain
Band of the Chippewa Indian
Tribe and the Three Affiliated
Tribe<., of the Fort Berthold
Reservation will divide S72.Jl2 to
fund adult work experience positions under CETA.

Area Manpower Planning
Dickinson State College'~ DiviBoards in four of the state's eight
economic regions have met to sion of Art has re<.'eived a granl
of
$3,500 from the North Dakota
disperse their share of the funds.
The Bismarck Board, serving Council on the Arts and Humanities
which is funded federally, to
Economic Region Six, disper~ed
S82.2J5: the Minot Board, expand and upgrade its arl
serving Region Two dispersed exhibition program. The college
$56,630. At Williston, serving contributed an equal amount.
Region One, the board dispersed
THE ONLOOKER Is
$24,152, and at Devils Lake, the
published
twice
each
Region Three board dispersed et: month by Mike and Sue$41,724.
W zctte Bieri Jacobs. This is
~ Number Two of Volume
At total of $284.000 in funds Q Two.
from CETA have been made Q Subscription is $10.00 Amavailable to assist migrants and ....J erican per year.
Second class postage Is
sca,;;onal farm workers in the
state. The grant will provide 0 paid at Mandan, North
supportive services like health W Dakota, 58554.
Post master: Please send
care. medical attention. and :C
legal. residential, relocation and I- Form 3579 to The Onlook·
er, Box 351, Mandan,
emergency aid to migrant and
North Dakota, 58554.
seasonal farm workers.

z

Joan Scn,ek Solchim of Fargo
to be state supervisor of Child
Ahu\c and Neglect for the Social
Service Board of North Dakota,
Communit~ Services Division.
She
will
be
respon\iblc
tor development and implementation of statewide programs for
child abu\c and neglect service.
She had been instruc.:tor in the
Child Development and Family
Relation.., Department at North
Dako1a Stale University.
Robert Holte of Mandan to be
Securities Commissioner. Holte
has hl·en director of the North
Dakota Law Enforcement Council. A native of Stan le,·. the 34
H'ar old Holte su1.·cecd~ Donald
Hollaw.iy in the position. Hollowa) resigned in Odobcr after
several confrontations with Gov.
Arthur A. Link and now has
accepted a position in the Consumer Fraud Division of the
Attorney General's Office.
John Fay. vice president of the

Bank of North Dakota, to head a
BND municipal bond bank crea·
led by the 1975 North Dakota
Legislature. The Bond Bank is
empowered by buy bonds issued
by cities, counties, school dis·

tricts. townships and other local
political subdivisions. The bonds
are to b~ consolidated and sold on
th(~ national market.
Robert Vogel. of Mandan. a
jus1ict· of the Nor1h Dakota Su·
prl'llll' Court. 10 chair an advisor)
committel' to the L1w Enforc.:t··
mcnt Council.
Jh1.• committee
will help lht.:' countil implement a
st·curit_\" and prhacy plan for the
,tall' a\ rl·qu1red hy f,,..deral
·cgulations recently promulgated
J,· the lkparlmcnl of Justic.:e.
Other m(·mhcr\ of the comrrnttce arl' Charil's Ender'>. Ed
Klecker. Cheri,· Kow,ick. lr\.'in
Riedman. Dalt•· Sandstrnm, John
Von Reudcn and Ralph Wood, all
of Bismarck: Alph Overby,
Coopersl<m n; Gerald Barnhardt.
Dickin,,;on: Victor Palmer. Fort
Yates; Vivian Seim. Grand Forks;
David Fisher. William Hodo\".
and D\\ight Kaul1man, Mandan;
Earl Kramer. Mott; Ruth Meiers.
Ross and C. Vandc<.,treck. Valle)
Cit\·.

And
North Dakota·\ mythical na'"·)
ha<., ,,;ix more commodores as a
result of appointments by Gov.
Arthur Link. The six arc Warren
Jamison. Bismarck. who is pro·
jcc1 manager for 1he Bureau of
Reclamation in North Dakota.
M)rOn Just. of Bi..,marek and
Berlin. f'iorth Dako1a commis\ionl'r of agriculture and a
mcmhl'r of the St.ill' W.itcr
Conscr\.'ation Commission. Arthur Lan,. Dt·, ii<. L:1ke. a water
(ommission ml'mhcr. Arthur
Thoraldson of Grand Fork<,,
prc<.,icknt of the North D,1kota
Wat<.:r Management Di\trict\
Ao,;<.,ol'iation. Arlene Wllhem of
Dickinson, a member of 1hc
water commis\ion and lfarr)
Zacher of Elgin. president of the
North Dakota Wa1cr Us.ers A\·
sociation.
Laurel D. Loftsgard. prdident
of North Dakota Stale Univcrs.ity,
has been named civilian aid to
)ccretary of the Arm) Martin
R. Hoffman. Said Hoffman. "As
civilian aide. Loftsgard will interpret and relate Army ·policies
to the citi,cns of North Dakota
and will keep me informed a!i. to
their opinions on all maller<., of
interest to the Arnw."

One Time Harvest
Reflections on coal and our future
ONE TIME HARVEST sells for

by Mike Jacobs

S5. 95.

Please add 50 cents per

book for postage and handling.
North Dakota residcnis must pay

buildings. including the school
and a printing office, as well as
restoring antique machinery,
equipment, a one room country

will extend credit--but we must

school and a wind mill to be
placed in the city's heritage park.

add a 30 cent charge for billing.

$53,820 to rennovate Fraser

sales tax of four per cent.

We

Hall at Fargo. Formerly the

ONLOOKER subscribers are en-

Florence Crittenden Home, the
hall serves as a sheltered home
for handicapped women.

titled to a one time only discount
of SI on their total order.

$13,978 to the North Dakota
American Revolution Bicentennial Commission to provide salaries and travel for two actors
touring 150 schools in the state to
present educational programs on
North Dakota history.

$41,180 to the Divide County
Historical Society at Crosby to
renovate a 67 acre museum
complex.

•

Oppqsition to big coal escalates
by Mike Jacobs
Opposition to rapid industrialization of western North Dakota
escalated during January.
Critics of development of the
state's coal reserves have fo-

cused on five major issues:
•The North Dakota Water
Conservation Commission's Jack
of an overall plan for develop-

ment of the state's water resources;
• American Natural Gas Company's request for a change in

the zoning classification of its
site for a proposed coal gasification plant in Mercer County;
• A high voltage transmission
line planned by United Power
and Cooperative Power Associations, both Minnesota-based;
*Basin Electric Power Cooperative' s request for water for an

800 megawatt generating plant at
the ANG plant site in Mercer
County;
•People's Gas Company's application for water to supply four
coal gasification plants in Dunn
County.
Perhaps the most dramatic
action of the month was the
United Plainsmen's request for
an injunction against issuance of
additional water permits by the
Water Conservation Commission.
The Plainsmen filed a summons and complaint against the
Commission and the Gov. Arthur
A. Link its chairman. The complaint asks the court to enjoin
permits until a comprehensive
plan for development of the
state's water resources is drawn.

Water commissioners reject lead role
The North Dakota Water
Conservation Commission
acted to remove itself from
the front lines of the
state's response to rapid
coal development at its
latest meeting, held Jan.

23_
Commissioners voted to
require utilities seeking
water from the commission
to first obtain a certificate
of site compatibility from
the North Dakota Public
Service Commission.
The impact of the decision, made on a motion by
Commission Vice chairman Richard Gallagher of
Mandan, is to make the
PSC and not the Water
Conservation Commission
the lead agency in energy
development matters.

The PSC is an elected
body consisting of three
members, Chairman Richard Elkin and members
Ben Wolf and Bruce Hagen. Five of the seven
members of the Water
Conservation Commission
are appointed by the governor, who serves as chairman. The seventh member, the agriculture commission, is elected.

The resolution as passed
by the commission instructs Basin Electric Power Cooperative and Mon•
tana Dakota Utilities Company to obtain siting certificates before seeking further action on their applications for water.
Both

companies have had applications pending for more
than a year.
Companies seeking water in the future will also
be required to have the
PSC certificate
before
they'll get a water permit.
Only People's Gas Company. whose subsidiary
Natural Gas Pipe Line
Company of America hopes
to build a~ many as four
gasification plants in Dunn
County 1s not affected b)
the decision. Action on the
People's permit application
is expected at the commission's February meeting-barring injunctive action by
the courts.
The United
Plainsmen Association has
sought such relief.

J

Plainsmen

file action
The Plainsmen insist that
North rfakota law requires such a
plan and that the commission has
none. Until it does. the Plainsmen say, the Commission is not
impowered to issue permits for
water for industrial development.
The summons and complaint
have been served on the Governor and on Attorney General
Allen I. Olson, who is the official
legal counsel for the commission.
NO hearing has been set in the
District Court for a show cause
hearing on the matter. Nor has
the matter been assigned to a
judge.
Judges of the Fourth
Judicial District, which includes
Bismarck. the seat of stat{
government, are Thomas Frederichs of Jamestown, Alfred
Thompson of Bismarck and Bennie Graf, of Bismarck.
Graf and Thompson are widely
considered to be liberal judges
with environmental inclinations.
Thompson rejected UPA's right
to eminent domain for its power
line, then reversed his own
ruling. Graf, on the other hand,
refused Minnkota Power Cooperative the right to condemn land
for a power line which has no
terminus in North Dakota.
Fredcrichs, a Democrat appointed by William L. Guy, has not
yet been called upon for environmental decision.
Gary Sprecher, immediate past
president of the Plainsmen, told
Bismarck news media that his
organizatiOn had taken action
against the Water Conservation
Commission because water is the
"vital ingredient'' for coal development. If industry can't get the
water, he reasoned, it won't want
the coal.
The Plainsmen's attorney is
Finton L. Dooley. a 1975 graduate of the University of North
Dakota who was sworn into the
bar on Jan. 2. This will be his
first legal action.

photo by Jim Fuglie

Sprecher, a Hettinger County
farmer, said the Plainsmen action is aimed at delaying the
issuance of permits until North
Dakotans are made aware of the
impacts of coal development.
The water permit is the first step

ANG's Steve Byrnes outlines his company's plans to Mercer County landowners at a meeting in Hazen.
in industry's attempt to utilize
the state's coa1 he said, so
enjoining issuance of permits is a
proper tool to get the information.
Although the Water Conservation Commission's Chief Engi-

neer, Vernon Fahy, has argued
that the commission drew a
comprehensive plan for water
development in 1967, Plainsmen
are prepared to challenge the
validity of the plan because it
predates massive coal develop-

Farm protests continue
Farmers from across the
state will converge on
Jamestown Jan. 26 and 27
to formulate a plan of
action which--they hope-will result in higher grain
prices. In meetings held in
each county during the
past two weeks, farmers
have heard a variety of
alternatives suggested. A
sampling of resolutions
from county meetings and
visits with delegates to the
Jamestown meetings indicates that farmers will
have to resolve some conflicts before they reach

agreement. Some resolutions have called for an end
to government interference
in agriculture.
Others
have asked for government
action to guarantee a parity
price to producers. Some
farmers have suggested
cutting production. Others
favor all out production
and regulated marketing.
Some tavor a new farm
organization. Others believe the three existing
farm groups should work
together. These--and other
issues--will occupy the
farmers' time and the

media"s news space during
the coming fortnight. THE
ONLOOKER will be at the
Jamestown meetings visiting with farmers to develop
the most comprehensive
coverage of the situation
available in the state. Look
for it in THE ONLOOKER
on Feb- 9A symptom--perhaps the
fatal
sign--of farmers'
troubles--is reflected in
abandoned
farmsteads
in western North Dakota,
The state Jost another
1,000 farmers in 1975.

ment speculation by at least
three years. According to Rick
Maixner, the Plainsmen's current president, "It has been
made abundantly clear to the
people of North Dakota in recent
months that no plan exists for
limiting coal development or
even controlling that development to the interest of our
state."
The Plainsmen suit has been
greeted with silence by most
members of the commission.
The governor refused to comment arguing that a statement
could jeopardize the legal proceedings surrounding the suit.
The commission's vice chairman, Richard Gallagher of Mandan said, "Since this matter is
now in the courts. I do not think
it is appropriate for me to
comment. Any comment must
come from the commission's
attorney.''
Murray Sagsveen, assistant
attorney general assigned to the
commission said, "We will probably have a statement next
week.
It is safe to say the
commission will resist any attempt by the United Plainsmen
to have an injunction issued
against us.
Agriculture
Commissioner
Myron Just, an ex officio water
commissioner, said. "This will
clear the air. It's a matter that
needs to be resolved."
And commissioner Arlene
Wilhelm noted, "I don't think
that this court case is the only
way to resolve this. I think input
from the people at these hearings
is a good way to decide on water
permits. Both ways are good.
The people want a plan--that's
clear. We hear it from one end
of the state to the other .
.. It is clear that without this,
the water commission probably
wou Id not come up with a plan
The people of southwestern
North Dakota have the right to
decide how much development
they can tolerate until the year
2.000 or 2,025. The people who
live here should be the ones to
decide."
American Natural Gas Company's request for a zoning
change on its Mercer County
property
drew
unexpectedly
heated opposition from two
groups at meetings in Hazen and
Beulah. More than 400 people
showed up at two meetings of the
county·s planning and zoning
commission. Straw votes at the
Hazen meeting indicated those
attending opposed the project by
a two to one margin.
Alvin Schultz, a Bismarck
attorney who represented the 70
member landowner's group said
that the commission could not
approve any zoning change
which does not benefit residents
of the county. "You can't justify
rezoning for the benefit of people
from Chicago or Detroit," he
said. "Rezoning is justified only
if people locally are enjoying the
benefit."

ANG
Zoning
A procession of speakers from
the landowner's group and an ad
hoc group of young people
argued that ANG's project-which is often identified as
Michigan Wisconsin's plant-would not benefit Mercer County. "We love the rural com·
munity. It's our way of life. We
don't want to become an industrial state," one young person at
the meeting said.
continued-page 2

